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Mr Sha Zukang,
Secretary-General of
Rio+20
A career diplomat, Mr Sha
Zukang became the United
Nations
Under-SecretaryGeneral for Economic and
Social Affairs on 1 July 2007. As such, he
heads the Department of Economic and Social
Affairs, which is responsible for the followup to the major United Nations Summits and
Conferences, and services the Second and
Third Committees of the General Assembly,
the Economic and Social Council as well as the
vast majority of its functional commissions and
expert bodies. He also convenes the Executive
Committee on Economic and Social Affairs,
the UN Secretariat? network for joint planning
and initiatives on development.
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Mr Sha Zukang established the Department
of Arms Control of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of China and became its first DirectorGeneral. He participated, as chief negotiator
or representative of the Chinese government,
in the negotiation and review of many
important international treaties on arms

Mr Sha was born in September 1947. He is a
native of Jiangsu Province and is married, with
one son. He is a graduate of Nanjing University,
China. He is fluent in English and has some
proficiency in French.

His postings in diplomatic missions abroad
included London, Colombo, New Delhi,
New York and Geneva. Prior to assuming his
present position in the United Nations, he was
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
of the Chinese Mission to the United Nations
Office at Geneva.
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control and disarmament such as Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty,
Chemical Weapons Convention, Biological
and Toxin Weapons Convention, Convention
on Certain Conventional Weapons. He made
great contributions to mine clearance in China
and many parts of the world. He encouraged
the development of Chinese non-governmental
organisations, and facilitated the opening of
offices in China by international organisations.
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Mr Sha Zukang has varied experience with
multilateral organisations and international
conferences. He was Chairman of the
Preparatory Committee and Chairman of the
Committee of the Whole, United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) 11th session from 2003 to 2004,
President of the Trade and Development
Board, 50th Session of UNCTAD, Chairperson
of the Government group of the Governing
Body of the International Labour Organisation
from 2002 to 2003, and member of the
UN Secretary-General?s Advisory Board on
Disarmament matters from 1994 to 1999.
In addition, he has served as president, vicepresident, chairperson, coordinator and expert
in many international conferences in the field of
arms control, trade, intellectual property, social
affairs, and telecommunications, among others.
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Rio+20 Perspectives

In Black & White
National Park best practice to
represent Turkey at Rio+20
13 June 2012, IUCN, Turkey, News story

A project by the Turkish Ministry of Forestry and
Water Affairs, an IUCN Member, carried out in
Küre Mountains National Park, was chosen as
best practice on sustainable development and
green economy. 25 best practice projects will
represent Turkey at the Rio+20 Conference
this month.
The project “Enhancing Forest Protected
Areas Management System” implemented
in Küre Mountains National Park aims to
improve the effectiveness of the management
of Turkey’s forests in the National System
of Protected Areas. The project activities
have resulted in improved protection
for the unique wilderness of the site and
effective participation of local people in
nature conservation activities. The project
has succeeded in setting up a conservation
model for the National Park, for sustainable
development and tourism, and the green
economy. This model has become exemplary
for other forest hotspots in Turkey and the
National System of Protected Areas.
The project is funded by the Global Environment
Facility (GEF) and the Government of Turkey.
Since May 2008 it has been implemented, as a
partnership between the Ministry of Forestry
and Water Affairs General Directorate of
Nature Conservation and National Parks, the
General Directorate of Forestry, the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
and WWF-Turkey. The project comes to an
end 30 June, 2012.
Küre Mountains National Park has also been
certified as PAN Parks, which represent unique
wilderness areas and outstanding Protected
Areas in Europe. The PAN Parks verification
process, which was initiated in 2006, was
finalised by an international independent
verification in April 2012 and the National Park
became the first in Turkey and 13th PAN Parks
certified Protected Area in Europe.

The awarded best practices which will be
showcased by Turkey at Rio+20 include
initiatives by the private sector, public
institutions, NGOs and universities. The 25
cases, chosen from among 181 applications as
part of Turkey’s national report for the Rio+20
Summit, provide an important opportunity
for presenting Turkey’s experience and set
examples on sustainable development for
other countries.
Source: http://www.iucn.org/news_homepage/
events/iucn___rio___20/on_the_road_to_rio__
bonn_2011/?10124/National-Park-best-practice-torepresent-Turkey-at-Rio20

When the best options are unavailable:
what space do we really have? - Mark Halle

India’s purple frog grabs attention
ahead of Rio summit
18 June 2012, 12:36 IST, Rediff News, Rio de
Janeiro

Darryl D’Monte
The rare purple frog is one of the iconic species
that highlights the most crucial issue being
discussed at Rio+20, reports Darryl D’Monte.
A rare purple frog, discovered in 2003 and
found only in the western ghats, is one of
the most endangered species in the world. It
has been focused upon in the run-up to the
Rio+20 Earth Summit, two decades after the
historic event in the same city. The summit is
from June 20-22.

Beyond GDP - Simon Upton

Building a green society - HRH Princess

Prof Jonathan Baillie, scientific advisor to
GLOBE -- the World Summit of Legislators -told rediff.com that it lies under the earth till
the monsoons and is particularly susceptible to
climate change, if the rains are delayed.
“It’s a big, amazing species, and EDGE, as the
Evolutionally Distinct and Globally Endangered
initiative is known, is raising awareness of such
species globally,” he said. Its closest relative is
found in Seychelles.

Time Waits For No Man - Immediate
action is needed to rectify the unfair
distribution of wealth and move to a
smart, green economy. - Tsakhia Elbegdorj

It was discovered by S D Biju and F Bossyut
nine years ago. “Its discovery also adds to the
evidence that Madagascar and the Seychelles
separated from the Indian landmass sometime
well after the breakup of Gondwana had
started,” says EDGE.
The Indian purple frog is one of the iconic
species that highlights the most crucial issue
being discussed at Rio+20. GLOBE is one of
the many northern NGOs which is focusing

Energy Pulse - Frances Beinecke
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on valuing natural capital and biodiversity. Prof
Baillie told journalists: “If we can’t measure it,
we can’t manage it. In 1992 (at the first Rio
Summit), we looked at the stock of natural
resources; now we are looking at the very
survival of some.”
Another Indian species that is in grave danger
is the Ganges [ Images ] river dolphin, he
told rediff.com. This is closely related to the
Irrawaddy river dolphin in Myanmar. But
experts are concerned about such species
which do not have too many relatives; the
Chinese river dolphin has already become
extinct.
Prof Baillie, in response to a question, clarified
that if a country wanted to build a dam, in
spite of damaging its stock or flow of natural
resources, green accounting principles would
not interfere with that country’s sovereignty
in making such a decision, despite evidence to
the contrary.
For the first time, applying principles of natural
resource accounting, an economic value was
being applied to the loss of natural species,
which were previously only assessed from a
biodiversity viewpoint.
GLOBE has three objectives. The first
is to recognise the role of legislators in
monitoring and scrutinising the functioning
of government. Rio+20 will establish
an international mechanism to oversee
implementation of government commitments
at the summit.
Legislators will also play a role in developing
and passing laws, highlighting best practices.
And finally, GLOBE recognises the role of
parliaments in approving budgets and national
accounts. The summit will examine how the
value of natural capital can be integrated
with national economic frameworks to
enable law-makers to implement Rio+20
outcomes.
Among the small Indian parliamentary
delegation that attended the GLOBE meet
were Rudy Pratap Singh and Prakash Javadekar,
both BJP party spokespersons, and Rajya Sabha
member Bhubaneswar Kalita.
Source:
http://inwww.rediff.com/news/special/
indias-purple-frog-grabs-attention-ahead-of-riosummit/20120618.htm
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PM leaves for G-20, Rio+20 summits
June 16 2012, Hindustan Times, New Delhi, News

As Prime Minister left for two crucial back-toback international summits on Saturday, India
on Friday cautioned against trade restrictive
measures and protectionism in the garb of
pushing for green economy norms. On a eightday foreign tour, Singh will attend the seventh
summit of the Group of 20 developed and
developing countries (G-20) starting in the
Mexican resort town of Los Cabos on June 18
and the Rio+20 Summit in Rio De Janeiro.
The Rio Summit, commencing on June 20, is
being held 20 years after the first Earth Summit,
a landmark gathering, in a renewed bid to rally
the world behind a common environmental
blueprint.
“We do not want trade restrictive measures or
protectionism in the name of green growth,”
environment minister Jayanti Natarajan said
briefing newsmen ahead of the Rio+20 Summit.
In the run up to RIO+20, the theme of “Green
Economy” has attracted wide attention.
India is of the view that “Green Economy”
as a concept will succeed only if it enhances
their ability to address poverty eradication,
provides adequate policy space for national
circumstances and priorities, and ensures that
structural changes as a result of it do not lead
to green protectionism and conditionalities.
Natarajan also said that Green Economy cannot
replace or supplant sustainable development.
She said India will pitch for the principle of
common but differentiated responsibility at
the negotiating table at the Rio Summit.
India will try to make sure that the Rio principles
are reaffirmed and all sutainable developments
are viewed with the approach of equity and
common but differentiated responsibility so
that developing countries can have their share
of development, she added.

The Prime Minister left for Frankfurt on
Saturday on his way to Los Cabos and is due to
return home on June 23 after an overnight halt
at Pretoria in South Africa.
The objectives of the UN Conference on
Sustainable Development-2012, known as
the Rio+20 Summit, are securing renewed
Political
commitment
for
sustainable
development, assessing the progress made
since Rio Conference and the remaining
gaps in implementation of the outcomes and
addressing new and emerging challenges.
Green Economy in the context of sustainable
development and poverty eradication and
Institutional Framework for sustainable
development are the themes for the Summit
to be attended by around 115 world leaders.
It is the largest ever organised, with 50,000
delegates due to attend.
Natarajan also said that the G77 and China
have stuck together to demand that the large
principles of how Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) will function be agreed to
before the world negotiates over areas for
action.
Wide disagreements largely remain over two
issues--thematic areas and SDGs.
India is of the view that the developed nations
are pushing for an elaborate list of environmental
concerns where countries need to take timebound actions against fixed targets.
At the G-20 Summit meeting against the
backdrop of economic gloom and Eurozone
crisis, Prime Minister Singh is expected to
pitch for globally coordinated policy response
targeted to revive growth prospects worldwide
on a sustainable basis.
The Deputy Chairman of the Planning
Commission Montek Singh Ahluwalia, the
“sherpa”( a key aide) for Prime Minister Singh,
is already at Los Cabos.

The minister also said that financial and technological
support from industrialised countries to developing
nations are equally important to acheive any
gradual transition to “Green Economy.”

The Los Cabos summit “is arguably the
most important G20 event since the London
Summit in April 2009,” according to the head
of the Institute of International Finance Charles
Dallara

“The means of implementation are important
for India,” she said.

On the sidelines of the Summit, Prime Minister
Singh is due to have bilateral meeetings with
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Russian President Vladimir Putin, German
Chancellor Angela Merkel, French President
Francois Hollande and the host Mexican
President Felipe Calderon. No meeting has
been scheduled so far with US President
Barack Obama.
The Prime Minister is also due to have bilateral
meetings with Sri Lankan President Mahinda
Rajapakse and his Nepalese counterpart
Baburao Bhattarai at Rio de Janeiro.
Prime Minister’s adviser TKA Nair, National
Security adviser Shivshankar Menon and
foreign secretary Ranjan Mathai will be among
others who are part of his delegation.
Source: http://www.hindustantimes.com/India-news/
NewDelhi/PM-leaves-for-G-20-Rio-20-summits-today/
Article1-873207.aspx

Rio+20 summit dubbed a failure
June 23 2012, The Hindu, Rio de Janeiro, News

Sunny Sebastian
The veil of mist hiding the Macico da Tijuca,
the mountains that guard the Brazilian city of
Rio, lifted as the Rio+20 summit concluded
on Friday with the adoption of the outcome
report on sustainable development. The
report had been finalised by the heads of states
and thousands of delegates after prolonged
deliberation and intense sparring.
The helicopters hovering over the mountainous
city, the military boats patrolling the emerald
waters of the Atlantic and the U.N. military
personnel who manned the streets are far
less visible now, as most world leaders and
senior officers of the U.N. as well as member
countries have flown out. Some of them may
still stay on for consultations.
Now the city can breathe easy and go back
to its easy, amiable, hospitable ways — and
perhaps look forward for another anniversary
a decade later. The cultural show will go on
till the first week of July. Rio has a rich fare of
theatre, art, music, films, literature and fashion
to cater for locals and the outsiders.
Protest groups, some in catchy headgear and
colourful costumes, who had spread their
wares at Flamengo Park and Athlete’s Park,
a few km from Riocentro, the venue of main
events — and tried every trick including media
conferences and demonstrations to highlight
their viewpoints — have also folded up
and gone.

Child Protesters
Many of them used vividly dressed children to
communicate their angst over the “destruction”
of the earth. Brazilian authorities appeared to
be liberal in allowing the child protesters to go
as far as the media pavilion of the conference
venue.
Many of the NGOs present at the Rio+20
complained of not being consulted on the
official document.
Some of them, like Waek Hamidan from
Climate Action Network Europe and Barbara
Stocking of Oxfam, felt that the reference to
“civil society” in the document text as part of
its drafting process should be deleted as they
were consulted on the official document only
at the last minute.
Observers here say that Rio+20 may pass
into history as “emblematic of the vast gulf
between the cries in the streets and the
uninspired language of the conferences’ final
outcome.”

Rio+20 Perspectives

The Third Industrial Revolution - A New
Economic Vision for a Sustainable World
- Jeremy Rifkin

Tale of Two Rios - Rachel Kyte

Dismissing the outcome as “complete
failure” Kumi Naidoo, executive director of
Greenpeace said: “There is a lot of spin and
theatre to show that the outcome here has
been a success. Are there specific benchmarks,
are there specific resources [committed].”
History was not re-created in Rio. If the
going had never been good in the past two
decades after the Earth Summit held in Rio
in 1992, in terms of realisation of goals and
the commitment from the 172 governments
that took part in it, this time around it
was bound to get worse with the nations
wriggling out — rather easily, at that — of
their commitments both financially as well
in reduction of emissions in a time-bound
manner.

“No concrete outcome”

Representing the Interests of Future
Generations - an idea whose time has
come - Sébastien Duyck

Out of Africa - The “Gaborone
Declaration” and its Implications for
Rio+20 - Pavan Sukhdev

“The summit has gone the Copenhagen way,
with lot of fuss and no concrete outcome.
This place was virtually invaded by the
representatives of the corporate world
— the drivers of today’s unsustainable
human consumption,” noted Soumya Dutta,
environmental activist from India.
Source:
http://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/energyand-environment/article3561916.ece

The Environmental and Economic Crises
Share the Same Cause - Maurice F. Strong
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Rio +20: NGOs dissatisfied with
weak Indian response
June 22, 2012 02:47 IST, Rediff News

Darryl D’’Monte in Rio de Janeiro
Indian Non-Governmental Organisations are
very dissatisfied with the weak response of
Environment Minister Jayanthi Natarajan to
the Rio+20 declaration issued on the eve of
the summit, reports Darryl D’Monte.
Astonishingly, for an environment minister
from a major developing country and part of
the powerful BRICS – Brazil, Russia, China
and South Africa -- Natarajan said that India
was satisfied that no specific goals and targets
have been agreed. India has rightly welcomed
the retention of the principle of ‘common but
differentiated responsibilities’, which means that
while all countries have committed to set their
environment house in order, industrial countries
have a bigger role due to the damage they have
inflicted on the world’s resources in the past.
As for the Green Economy, against which she
expressed reservations even before she left for
Rio, all she could say in her meeting with some
Indian reporters is that India was disappointed
at the lack of funding from the global North
to developing countries to meet their green
growth objectives. India, embarrassingly, was
once again holding out the begging bowl, a
stance which it has tried hard over recent years
to distance itself from.
Parroting the views of NGOs, she told reporters,
“The Green Economy has to be bottoms-up and
democratised. Otherwise it will be no more than
greenwash. The cost of Green Development
cannot be unaffordable for the poor.”
She took credit for the conference agreeing
to set up two important mechanisms; one for
technology transfer and another for finance.
Both were Indian proposals, which received
strong support from G77 countries, including
Africa, the Least Developed Countries and
small island states, she said.
Meeting the Indian media at the Rio Centre
where the three-day summit on sustainable
development is halfway through, Dr Sejal
Worah, programme director of the World
Wildlife Fund in Delhi, pointed out how India
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was straddling both sides -- the rich as well as
the G77 developing countries. “We have not
heard of India being on any side. It is losing its
leadership edge. It is always riding on someone
else. We don’t stand for anything,” she said.
Soumya Dutta of the Bharat Jan Vigyan Jatha
in Delhi noted, “There are lots of voices
of resistance in India, but the democratic
space is being controlled. There is virtually a
criminalisation of dissent.”
Ashish Kothari of Kalpavriksh from Pune said
that there was a complete failure on the part of
the Indian presence in Rio. “We are reiterating
the mistakes of the past, while the crises have
worsened,” he said.
“India should put livelihood and food security
above all else. Its ecological footprint, in
absolute terms, is twice its productive capacity
of natural resources and the third worst in the
world, after the US and China,” he added. The
NGOs have jointly issued an open letter to the
prime minister on Tuesday.
It says, “Bold leadership is needed at the
United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development (Rio+20), if it is to be rescued
from mediocrity. Rio+20 was expected to build
on various global agreements (including Agenda
21, the Millennium Development Goals, and
various environmental treaties), and go much
further to tackle the urgent crises we face.
“Unfortunately, millions of dollars and
incalculable human hours later, we only seem
to be either repeating earlier agreements, or
even slipping backwards. Governments have so
far failed to come to grips with the horrendous
crises facing the earth and its people. All
available evidence suggests that humanity is
on a suicidal path, already having overstepped
several ecological limits, and showing no signs
of changing course, it says.
“It is also clear that the current paths of
‘development’ have brought us to this crisis;
and that the same paths have created some of
the most shameful inequities and inequalities
among nations and within nations among
different sections of people, perpetuating
massive hunger, poverty, unemployment,
and various other forms of deprivation. India
should not hide behind its poor people while
arguing for global equity.”
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The statement concludes: “So, Mr prime
minister, if you are to be a global ‘sustainable
development’ leader this week (far more
important than the leadership you showed at
the G20 meeting two days ago in committing
major funding along with other BRICS nations
to recapitalise the IMF), you need to both
advocate much stronger and fundamental
principles and strategies for the world at Rio,
as also commit to making the fundamental
changes needed in economic and other policies
back in India.”
This refers to India’s inexplicable munificence
in providing $10 billion for helping the
International Monetary Fund bail countries
out of the financial crisis in Europe. Brazil and
Russia have also pledged $10 billion each, and
China $43 billion. This amounts to a transfer
of $73 billion from emerging countries to the
richest people on the planet.
Indian NGOs are also upset that the Indian
delegation has made no effort to contact
them to explain the government’s point of
view at Rio. This is in sharp contrast with the
1992 summit, when such interactions took
place almost daily and -- during high-pressure
situations -- more than once.
Despite requests, the delegation has only met a
few of the Indian media who were on board the
PM’s flight via the G20 meet in Mexico, which
has led to the Indian viewpoint going largely
unreported in Rio. Natarajan is conspicuous by
her absence and silence.
Source: http://www.rediff.com/news/report/rio-20-ngosdissatisfied-with-weak-indian-response/20120622.htm

Rio+20: India vetoes trade
barriers
15 June 2012, Deccan Herald, New Delhi

Ahead of the 20th anniversary of the historic
Earth Summit, India made out a strong case
against restrictive trade barriers imposed by
rich nations in the name of climate change and
insisted that “sustainable development goals”
have to be “voluntary, aspirational and nonbinding.”
In circulation for quite some time now,
sustainable development goals (SDGs) are a
suite of proposals, which may get discussed

and adopted at the United Nation’s Rio+20
summit at Rio de Janeiro, to make Planet Earth
cleaner and greener.
Prime Minister Manmohan Singh would lead
the Indian delegation at the Brazilian summit
where heads of state would meet on June 2021 to review the progress made since the 1992
Earth summit. Singh will travel to Rio after
attending the G-20 summit at Los Cabos in
Mexico on June 18-19.
Conceived in line with the UN Millennium
Development Goals for social indicators like
health, employment and education, the SDGs
are being seen as a “potential deliverable” at
the Rio summit.
But the proposal has already generated
widespread controversy as many countries are
up against the idea fearing a back-door entry
of mandatory emission cuts, which in turn will
affect their economic growth.
“Any attempt to make SDG binding would
be opposed. It should be voluntary and
aspirational, and has to be supported by
means of implementation, including funding
and removal of trade barriers,” said union
environment minister Jayanthi Natarajan,
India’s chief negotiator at the Rio+20 summit.
The minister said poverty eradication is a
priority for India, which would override green
concerns.
On the environment front, Indian thrust would
be on equity in carbon space that allows the
developing world to grow within the maximum
permissible ceiling on global warming as well
as the principle of common but differentiated
responsibility enshrined in the original Rio
convention.
Twenty years down the line, she said, time had
come to take stock of the implementation of
Rio principles that fast track funding to allow
poor nations adapt to green technologies on
a large-scale.
But the Green Climate Fund created for the
purpose is empty with little contribution from
rich nations. “We need to find out new, additional,
predictable public finance for developing
countries to adapt to and mitigate consequences
of climate change,” Natarajan said.

India has voluntarily taken a number of steps to
reduce its carbon footprint, she said adding that
for the first time climate change issues had been
integrated with the Plan process in the 12th
Plan. “We need to balance growth, social equity
and environment protection,” she added.

Rio+20 Perspectives

Source: http://www.deccanherald.com/content/257295/
rio20-india-vetos-trade-barriers.html

Why does social media matter for
Rio+20
12 March 2012, UNCSD, News

Earlier this year, it was projected that the
Rio+20 Facebook Page would earn its
10,000th Like sometime around mid-March.
However last week, interest in the page surged
past 13,500 followers and continues to swell
by the day.
On one hand, figures like this can help us
gauge social interest in important topics, at
least for the portion of the world s people
who are wired. But in another way, they are
a statistical abstraction that fails to engage
the same commitment required by more
traditional media. Casual interest expressed
through the click of a button could represent
anything between momentary passing interest
in a cause to full-on lifetime devotion.
Which leads us to wonder: why do we really
care so much about social media For what
can seem like a frivolous distraction marketed
to strictly affluent societies, the link between
serious long-term sustainable development
and online socialising might seem frail.
But this view ignores several important
dynamic underpinnings of a global information
society, as well as the value of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICTs) in driving
the sustainable development agenda, advancing
education and the spread of knowledge,
building a green economy and bridging the
digital divide.
Even as social media enhances our exposure
to information on a scale never before seen,
we have only begun to scratch the surface
in exploring its potential as a learning tool.
The role of ICTs in advancing education
for sustainable development should aim to
promote both broader access to information
as well as new ways of interacting that infuse

Build a Future You Can Be Proud Of Scott Bartlett

The Power of Markets vs. A Rights-Based
Approach: Perspectives on RIO+20 - Ana
Paula Tavares

The new challenges for Rio+20 - Don de Silva

Financing
sustainable
and
green
economy: learning from climate finance
- Mr Al - Hamndou Dorsouma

The Future We Need: fair, just, green,
well-governed - Daniel Mittler
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knowledge acquisition with the potential for
critical thinking. Experts say that many ways
of learning aimed at cognitive information
processing can now be off-loaded to, or
supported by, technology. Rather than old
fashioned know-how , it is becoming somewhat
more critical for learners to understand where
to find the right knowledge at the right time.
Similarly, the potential for social media to
promote good citizenship is significant. Social
media presents an educational opportunity
that examines choices, values and actions, as
well as provides a tool for raising political and
social awareness and mobilising for action.
Education will undoubtedly play a critical
role in delivering green and decent jobs for
all. Greater familiarity and ease with online
communications would help prepare young
people to participate in a socially inclusive
green economy. Reducing the transfer costs
of adapting to new ICTs and upgrading the
technology skill sets of the labour market
increases the potential for job creation,
especially in large emerging economies.
Despite significant advances in ICTs and social
media, much progress remains to be seen
toward delivering knowledge sharing on a
global scale.
Sustainable development is by definition
intergenerational, so logically Rio+20 must
belong to the 21st century. The role of social
media in enhancing global participation is
well-known, but it must also contribute to
shepherding a more transparent process,
delivering a more inclusive outcome, and
inspiring ownership of its implementation.
Bringing Rio+20 to the world can enliven the
themes of sustainable development for many
people who urgently need its dividends.
Source: http://www.uncsd2012.org/index.php page=vi
ew&nr=940&type=230&menu=38

At Rio +20, Irina Bokova highlights
the critical role of education in
reaching sustainable development
22 June 2012, UNESCO, News

On Friday 22 June, together with the UN
Secretary-General and other CEB Executive
Heads, UNESCO Director-General Irina
Bokova participated in the CEB side event
entitled “UN System: Together for the Future
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We Want”. Opening the side event, Mr Ban Kimoon highlighted issues related to the green
economy and green growth, vulnerable human
populations and social protection floors, which
he saw as key areas of work for the CEB in
the future.
In her intervention, the Director-General
elaborated on the critical role of education in
pursuing the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).
“Investing in education is crucial for achieving
sustainable development, poverty eradication,
equity and inclusiveness”, said Irina Bokova,
indicating that “quality matters as much as
quantity”.
The Director-General highlighted also the role
and contribution of Education for Sustainable
Development and the critical importance of
green technical and vocational education and
training.
In concluding the side event, the SecretaryGeneral of the United Nations Conference
on Sustainable Development, Mr Sha Zukang,
emphasised the need to ensure an effective and
coordinated follow-up process to Rio+20.
Source: http://www.unesco.org/new/en/media-services/
single-view/news/at_rio_20_irina_bokova_highlights_
the_critical_role_of_education_in_reaching_sustainable_
development/

Rio+20: All eyes on Manmohan
Singh, Wen Jiabao
Jun 20, 2012, 08.47PM IST, Times of India,
Summit, TNN

Shobhan Saxena
RIO DE JANEIRO: Amid tense speculation
if the draft of the declaration to be adopted
at the end of three-day UN summit on
sustainable development can still be
modified, Prime Minister Manmohan Singh
arrived here on Wednesday morning to
participate in the biggest ever meeting on
growth, poverty and climate issues. With
G-77+China taking the leading role in the
drafting of the text, The Future We Want,
all eyes now are on Manmohan Singh and
Chinese premier Wen Jiabao, who will be
meeting on the sidelines of the summit,
known as Rio+20, before the document is
formally adopted on Friday.
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Flying straight from the G-20 meeting in Los
Cabos in Mexico, the Prime Minister will
tomorrow address the gathering of more than
150 world leaders at Riocentro here, which has
been converted into a fort. With navy frigates
and speed boats filled with commandos in
Copacabana bay and choppers with snipers
hovering over, the whole city is looking like a
fortress.
But the real action is happening at Riocentro,
where UN chief Ban ki-Moon formally
inaugurated the summit and where delegates
of some countries are still working quietly to
see if they can get some changes in the draft.
“It all depends on India and China. Though
negotiations are over, some behind-the-scenes
talks are still going on as the Europeans are
not entirely happy with the draft, but they
won’t be able to make changes in the face of
unity shown by G-77 +China group,” says a
European negotiator, who went to the extent
of calling the draft ‘pathetic’.
But with India -- working closely with China and
summit host Brazil - being quite satisfied with
the draft which is being seen as a blueprint that
will protect the interest of the developing and
poor nations, the Indian delegation is almost
in celebratory mood. “We are quite happy
with the draft. I think the Brazilian handled it
quite well as they kept in mind the concerns
of the developing nations and at the same time
accommodated the views of others. It’s a very
balanced document,” Manjeev Puri, India’s
deputy permanent representative at UN told
TOI here on Wednesday. “We anchored the
entire section on green economy and we are
very happy with the outcome,” added Puri,
speaking exclusively to this newspaper.
If the content of the draft is final and the
claims made by Indian delegation are true,
then Rio+20 has been a huge victory for India.
“The developed countries, especially the EU,
were trying to impose a universal definition
of green economy and another common set
of goals to achieve sustainable development
for all countries, whether rich or poor. We
managed to turn it upside down. We can’t
afford our growth rate to drop,” says an Indian
negotiator, who was part of nerve-wracking
sessions where nations squabbled over each
and every word and line of ‘The Future We

Want’. “Now with the Prime Minister and
environment minister Jayanthi Natarajan here,
we are confident that no further changes are
made in the text,” the negotiator told TOI.
Also, according to sources, the meeting
between Manmohan Singh and Wen Jiabao
will be a way of showing solidarity among the
emerging economies. “We have been working
with the Chinese and Brazilians in many climate
related conferences successfully and managed
to stand pressure from developed countries.
Here too, we are making a common ground
with them as we have similar concerns,” says a
member of the Indian delegation.
Though the Europeans are still cribbing, but
President Dilma Rousseff of Brazil is unlikely
to reopen debate on the draft in the next two
days, which means the draft in circulation will
become the blueprint for future policies on
growth and poverty. This situation has made
the Europeans quite upset. “Nobody in that
room adopting the text was happy. That’s how
weak it is,” tweeted EU climate commissioner
Connie Hedegaard on Tuesday after the draft
was accepted in a plenary session.
But the Brazilian hosts said the agreement
was an achievement. Brazilian foreign minister
Antonio Patriota said the adoption of draft
document represented a victory for a new
multilateralism. “We were facing a considerable
challenge and the general satisfaction among
delegations gives me great confidence that
we’ve reached a significant outcome,” he said.
Source: http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/201206-20/india/32334846_1_sustainable-developmentgreen-economy-draft

Removing poverty top priority,
Manmohan tells Rio+20
22 June 2012, 05.22AM IST, Times of India,
Environment Development issues TNN

Shobhan Saxena
RIO DE JANEIRO: Making a strong pitch for
removing poverty in India and reminding
the developed world of its commitment to
sustainable development, Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh on Thursday called for setting
up a global system that allows each country to
develop according to its own priorities.

“For developing countries, inclusive growth
and a rapid increase in per capita income levels
are development imperatives,” the Prime
Minister said in his address to more than 100
world leaders at the UN summit on sustainable
development, popularly known as Rio+20.
In a brief but focused address to the gathering
that included Brazilian President Dilma
Rousseff and Chinese premier Wen Jiabao, the
Indian Prime Minister reminded the developed
country the commitments they made 20
years ago. “The 1992 Rio Summit correctly
acknowledged that poverty eradication must
remain the over-riding priority for developing
countries. Those living at the subsistence
level cannot bear the costs of adjustment
and their livelihood considerations are
important in determining how scarce natural
resources such as land, water and forests are
used,” Manmohan Singh. “Moreover, current
consumption patterns in the industrialized
world are unsustainable. We need to find new
pathways for sustainable living,” said the Indian
leader, who was invited to speak by Rousseff
amid a loud applause.
In the past 24 hours, since the summit was
kicked-off, the leaders of Brazil, India and China
have raised the same issues and used identical
language in their support to eradicating poverty.
“The outcome document clearly recognises
poverty eradication as the greatest global
challenge. In doing so, it places this squarely
at the centre of the global development
agenda,” India’s environment minister
Jayanthi Natarajan said while addressing a
group of Indian mediapersons. “We have
also recognised green economy as one of the
means to sustainable development and poverty
eradication, and have firmly rejected unilateral
measures and trade barriers under the guise of
green economy,” the minister added.
On India’s stance on green economy, the Indian
minister left nothing to imagination with her
scathing criticism of rich nations. “When we
talk of the green economy, India is committed
to a green world economy but, I must hasten
to add, a real green economy -- not a green
washed greed economy,” Natarajan said.
On Thursday, going along with the spirit of the
conference, where the developing nations have
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managed to keep focus on poverty despite
enormous pressure from the developed nations
to give more priority to green economy, the
Indian Prime Minister said the problem should
be guided by equitable burden sharing. “It is for
this reason that the first Rio Summit enshrined
the principle of common but differentiated
responsibilities. I am happy we have reaffirmed
this principle as well as the principle of equity
during this summit,” the Prime Minister said.

Rio+20 Earth summit is too
important to fail, says Ban ki-Moon

Unlike the Chinese premier, who in his address
on Thursday pledged to give $6 million to
a United Nations Environment Program
fund for work in developing countries with
environmental protection and another 200
million yuan for a project to help small island
countries, least developed countries and African
countries tackle climate change, Manmohan
Singh didn’t make any announcement on
funding.

The global sustainable development summit
that begins next week in Rio is “too important
to fail”, the UN secretary general, Ban ki-Moon
has said.

However, the Prime Minister did address the
issue of financing the green economy projects,
something that caused a wedge between the
developed nations and G-77 countries led by
India, China and Brazil during the drafting of
the text ‘The Future We Want’, which will
be adopted by the summit tomorrow. “Many
countries could do more if additional finance
and technology were available. Unfortunately,
there is little evidence of support from the
industrialised countries in these areas. The
ongoing economic crisis has made matters
worse,” the Prime Minister said, again reminding
the rich nations to pitch in more for sustainable
development without pressuring the developing
countries to adopt green economy.
Earlier, speaking at the opening of the
meeting, President Rousseff too had asked
the developed countries to fulfill the promises
of financing of sustainable development
objectives 20 years ago in Rio 92. The Brazilian
President defended the text presented and
approved by the Brazilian delegation on
Tuesday and said it was necessary that the
world leaders deem most courageous steps to
achieve the goals of economic growth, social
inclusion and environmental protection, and
stressed that “time is the resource the highest
lack”.
Source: http://articles.timesofindia.indiatimes.com/201206-22/developmental-issues/32368376_1_greeneconomy-sustainable-development-rio-summit
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15 June 2012 13.27 BST, The Guardian,
Environment

Suzanne Goldenberg at the UN and
Andrew Sparrow
The UN secretary general said the international
community was in danger of squandering a
once-in-a-generation opportunity

In a desperate last-minute plea to world leaders
before the meeting, Ban said the international
community was in danger of squandering a
once-in-a-generation opportunity to use the
Rio+20 meeting to map out a new course for
economic and social development.
It was the starkest warning from Ban to date
that the meeting – being held 20 years after the
first Earth summit in Rio which was attended
by then US president George HW Bush and
British Prime Minister John Major – risked
failing in its mission of setting out a plan for
expanding prosperity and opportunity without
destroying the planet’s environment.
“It is too important to fail, too important to
fail,” Ban told the Guardian in an interview at
UN headquarters in New York. “We must not
waste [this]. We must have a good practical
outcome.”
Nobody expected Rio+20 to produce all
the answers, Ban said, but it was crucial the
leaders at least agree on the bare bones of a
plan. “If we really do not take firm actions, we
may be heading towards the end – the end of
our future,” he warned.
The final round of negotiations leading up to
the Rio+20 summit took place this week,
amid deepening despair about the prospects of
getting world leaders to agree on development
goals.
At a lunch with a group of international
journalists last month, Ban described the pace
of negotiations as “painfully slow”. But with
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the meeting now only days away, the secretary
general tried to put a more positive spin on the
plodding path to Rio.
“It’s only natural that when you are dealing with
so important, so serious, matters that you have
to address these issues until the last minute.
It’s not unusual in this type of these mega, big,
multilateral conferences,” he said.
Unfortunately for Ban, however, his leadership
at the UN is indelibly associated with precisely
the kind of diplomatic dysfunction put on
display at such mega-conferences.
He spent months elevating the importance
of the 2009 climate change conference in
Copenhagen, cajoling Barack Obama and other
world leaders to attend.
The effort blew up in their faces, when the
Copenhagen summit failed to produce a
binding climate change treaty. Instead, the
meeting exposed the deep divide between rich
and poor countries over who should deal with
climate change.
Now, some fear, it’s Rio’s turn. After a great
deal of build-up, there is little sign that the
meeting will heed Ban’s call to put the world
on a clear path to sustainable development.
Despite personal appeals, many leaders are
staying away from Rio. Barack Obama made it
clear this week he would not attend – though
he is sending a high-powered delegation led by
the secretary of state, Hillary Clinton. David
Cameron and Angela Merkel are also giving
Rio a miss – the deputy prime minister, Nick
Clegg, is leading the UK delegation, along with
the environment secretary, Caroline Spelman.
Spelman told the Guaridan that Cameron was
not going partly because of the Eurozone crisis,
and reiterated the point she made earlier this
week that the UK was fully committed to Rio.
“It’s just a simple straight practical issue for
the prime minister that it’s the Mexican G20
summit just before Rio and he can’t afford to be
out of the country for that length of time given
all the difficulties that are in the Eurozone.”
She claimed that the world financial crisis would
actually increase the chances of a deal at Rio.

“Nations are very focused on the challenge of
unsustainable development and the fact that
resources are finite in a lot of cases, running
out in some cases, becoming more expensive
in other cases. All of that challenges how we
use those resources.”

Ban was so concerned about the glacial
pace of preparations for Rio that he ordered
negotiators to spend five extra days trying to
agree on some common goals. “They spent an
extra week in New York trying to simplify it
and I think it is a bit improved,” said Spelman.
“But there’s still a long way to go.”

Officially, the UN has ascribed their absence to
the economic crisis and electoral considerations.
Obama is facing a tough re-election contest
against Mitt Romney in November. The
Republicans have tried to frame his clean
energy policies as high-spending, job-killing
measures.

By the eve of the conference, Ban was still
trying to get negotiators to pare down their
unwieldy agenda and focus on a few core items
that, crucially, the international community
could rally around. “We need to have musthaves,” he said.

Nonetheless, there will be more than 130
heads of state or government in attendance.
Christine Lagarde, the managing director of
the IMF, also plans to be in Rio. It will be the
first appearance at any UN environmental
conference for an IMF head.

In practical terms, this would mean negotiators
at Rio agreeing on goals for rich as well as poor
countries. The top contenders now are seen
as access to energy, with Ban promoting an
energy-for-all initiative, access to water, and
easing the global food crisis.

Some analysts saw Lagarde’s attendance as a
sign the IMF was attaching greater importance
to the idea of sustainable growth. But even she
was urging caution this week about expecting
too much from Rio.

It was also hoped Rio would update the
milllennium development goals adopted a
decade ago, and advance efforts for adoption
of a new measure for development, that would
take into account social costs and the cost of
using up natural resources.

“For a long time it will be a bit like a mirage.
You feel like you are there and it keeps moving
away from you,” she said. “But each and every
step really does help us get there.”
At the moment, there are only signs of baby
steps. By the end of this week, only a small
portion of the draft text had been agreed.
Negotiators were squabbling over punctuation,
rather than engage in substantive issues,
experts following the talks said.
“There aren’t a lot of real action areas.
It has proven to be both lacklustre and
contentious,” said Katherine Sierra, a senior
fellow in economy and development at the
Brookings Institution. “I am not seeing this as a
breakthrough document.”
Nate Hultman, director of environmental
policy at the University of Maryland’s school
of public policy, was similarly downbeat. “I’m
frankly quite uninspired by the new thematic
approach to Rio+20,” he said. “It’s very
incrementalist and it’s not really thinking about
the big environmental goals, which is what
do we really need to do about energy and
environment over the next 50 years.”

Ban, in the interview, acknowledged that there
would be no bold new breakthroughs at Rio.
But he argued, the meeting was intended to be
just the beginning. He also rejected flat out the
suggestion that, when it came to climate change
and development multilateral diplomacy had
run its course.

Rio+20 Perspectives

Ready for a Commitment: A View from
the Region - Suzana Kahn

The future’s lateral: the new (green)
economy - Jeremy Rifkin

A World Environment Organisation to
serve Developing Nations - Prof Zakri
Abdul Hamid

Dismissing Rio+20 and other megaconferences as mere junkets was a “totally
irresponsible way of thinking” he said. “Too
much alarmism, too much pessimismtic, will
not be helpful,” he said.
Despite the diplomatic clashes in the run-up
to Rio, and the breakdown of international
climate change negotiations, Ban said he was
convinced the UN’s multilateral institutions
remained strong. Member states were still
committed to the UN process, Ban said. And it
was the natural vehicle for dealing with global
issues such as development.

Time for a global environment organisation?
- Greenstock and Golmohammadi

“If you can find any alternative, please let me
know,” he said.
Source: http://www.guardian.co.uk/environment/2012/
jun/15/rio-20-earth-summit-ban-ki-moon
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“SDGs” will be a central part of the post-2015
global development framework.

Talk Over
Media in conversation with
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon
on Rio+20
6 June 2012, New York

The United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development is just 14 days away. Rio+20 is
a once-in-a-generation opportunity to make
real progress towards the sustainable economy
of the future. It can help us to build a more
equitable world — a world of greater prosperity
and inclusive, dynamic green growth for a
healthy planet. I have been calling on Member
States to show leadership. We want to make
Rio+20 a conference of decisive impact and
ambition. Progress was achieved on key issues
during last week’s negotiations. I thank the cochairs and all the negotiators for their efforts. I
saw willingness to find common ground.
There is still much work ahead, however; the
foundations are in place for agreement on the
remainder of the negotiating text. I expect
the negotiators to accomplish this in the days
before ministers and world leaders arrive in Rio.
Leaders will then act to resolve all outstanding
issues. Their job is to achieve renewed political
commitment for sustainable development.
We aspire to nothing less than a global movement
for generational change. We need world leaders
to make the issues on the table at Rio+20 their
own personal priority. Nothing else will do.
We live in a world of economic uncertainty,
growing inequality and environmental decline.
That is why I expect concrete outputs from
Rio — outcomes that will improve the lives of
real people around the world. First, we need
to agree to define a path to an inclusive green
economy that will lift people from poverty
and protect the global environment. This
requires international collaboration; it requires
investment; it requires that countries exchange
experiences and technology.
Second, leaders should agree to define
sustainable development goals with clear and
measurable targets and indicators. These
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Third, we need to make decisions on key
elements of the institutional framework for
sustainable development.
Fourth, we need strong, action-oriented
outcomes on a wide range of cross-cutting
areas. I see encouraging progress on food
security and sustainable agriculture, oceans,
gender equality and women’s empowerment,
education and energy.
1.4 billion people live without access to modern
sources of energy. Sustainable energy for all
is the golden thread that links development,
social inclusion and environmental protection
— including addressing the growing threat of
climate change.
Fifth, we need progress on implementation.
This includes reaffirming past commitments and
initiatives on trade, financing for development,
technology transfer and capacity-building.
Sixth, we need more partnerships with civil
society and the private sector — strategic
alliances that can galvanise global public support
and drive change.
I look forward to new commitments and initiatives
on critical challenges — from job creation and
social protection, to energy, transportation
and food security. These undertakings, and the
global mobilisation that has produced them,
will be a major part of Rio+20’s legacy.
Ultimately, Rio+20 will be measured in the
transformation it sets in motion — the lives it
changes for the better. For too long, we have
tried to consume our way to prosperity. Look
at the cost: polluted lands and oceans; climate
change; growing scarcities of resources, from
food to freshwater; rampant inequality.
We need to invent a new model — a model that
offers growth and social inclusion — a model that
is more respectful of the planet’s finite resources.
That is why I have made sustainable development
my number one priority. Our hopes for future
prosperity, health and stability rest on finding a
path that integrates the economic, social and
environmental pillars of development.
Agreeing on that road map is what Rio+20
is about. Sustainable development is an idea
whose time has come. It is the future we want.
Thank you very much, ladies and gentlemen. I
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will be happy to take some questions from you.
Question: Mr Secretary-General, thank you
very much for this press conference and for
sticking to questions for any and all subjects
that are really urgent and knocking at the
door. Do you think that sustainable agriculture
is the most urgent issue that Rio+20 has to
resolve — just give an indication
Secretary-General: There are 26 priority
areas [which] Member States have identified in
the course of negotiations. I believe that they
are all very important. But when it comes to
food security, sustainable energy is one of the
areas Member States are focusing and putting
greater attention on this; the negotiations are
going on well. Food security, water, energy
— there are some areas where Member
States are focusing to have some concrete,
implementable, practical packages. Agriculture
is one of the very important areas.
Question: I had a question. You are talking
about food and security — this is related to
the Arab Spring… can I ask a question on Syria
and Lebanon
Secretary-General: I am telling you, if
you have any questions on Syria or the Arab
Spring or related security issues, I will be very
happy to answer all your questions tomorrow,
together with Mr Kofi Annan. As you know,
I, Kofi Annan and [Nabil] Elaraby, Secretary
General of the League of Arab States, will all
brief the General Assembly tomorrow morning
at 10, and then there will be some other forms
of consultations. Then, in the afternoon,
both I and Kofi Annan will brief the Security
Council. Immediately after that, we will come
out and we will have a joint press stakeout —
tomorrow, in front of the Security Council. So
that will be the perfect timing for you
Question: Thank you. Are you worried
that this meeting in Brazil would not reach an
agreement, a final agreement How worried
are you, because, obviously, there is disarray
between the groups of countries…
Secretary-General: As you have been very
closely following and reporting the process of
negotiation — this has been quite a difficult
negotiation process. Even with five more
days’ extra negotiation which ended last
Saturday, Member States have not been able to
streamline all these negotiation packages. But
it is not unusual in these types of multilateral
negotiations that negotiation takes quite a long
time and [is] a difficult process, until the very
last minute of the end of the conference.
But, as I said in my remarks, Member States

are very willing to have very good, ambitious
packages. And that is quite encouraging.
There has been quite significant progress, even
though, until when everything is agreed, people
will not make a final decision on certain issues.
So a lot of things have been referred to as —
what we call in negotiating terms — “ad ref”.
This means depending upon final approval by
the home Government — “ad reference”. So
there are many “ad reference”-based agreed
paragraphs, while there are more undecided,
but [negotiations are] still going on. But most
of the paragraphs they have been dealing with
and negotiating on have gone through a very
extensive discussion and exchange of views. So
I am not as pessimistic as you portray and I am
cautiously optimistic. I’m sure that Member
States will act for the interest of human beings
and for humanity.
This is a once-in-a-generation opportunity.
Once they miss this opportunity, they may have
to wait a long time. I have been urging Member
States that this is not the end of everything;
this is only the beginning of a very important
process which will be coming. And this is not
a treaty negotiation. This is a sort of political
commitment. As leaders in 2000 adopted the
Millennium Development Goals as a blueprint
to alleviate poverty and to save many lives
from poverty and disease and environmental
impact, so this will be a very important political
blueprint, which they did 20 years ago in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992. So I still urge and am hopeful
that Member States will be very seriously
engaged in the final round of negotiations.
Question: Having covered a lot of conferences
at the United Nations, I find that whenever
you have every issue in the world involved,
you come out with a bad, a confused focus. I
am just asking whether 26 priorities are not
too much for anything to be followed up on
afterwards. And secondly, is there backtracking
from the first conference in Rio
Are
developing nations reneging on commitments
from technology to development, etcetera
Secretary-General: I don’t think they are
backtracking from the first Rio summit in
1992. They adopted, as you know very well,
Agenda 21. But they consumed all this in
the name of prosperity and development
without knowing that this planet Earth has
limitations. This is a little bit of rhetoric, if I
may say, but planet Earth, nature, in a sense,
has been very kind to human beings, but we
have not been kind to nature. Nature does
not wait while we negotiate. I’m sorry to use
this kind of rhetoric, maybe. We need to be
very practical. This world has limits in terms of

resources. We have to use these resources to
the best purpose for our future generations and
for an environmentally hospitable, sustainable
world. That is what I’d like to really emphasise.
Then, there are 26 areas they have identified
as important. It may take time to agree on
all 26. If they can agree on 26, I would most
welcome [this]. If not, they should come out
with what I term as “must haves”. Member
States are now focusing on what would be
the “must haves”. Then I would strongly urge
Member States to come out with sustainable
development goals, based on the Millennium
Development Goals [MDGs]. We have only
2.5 years left to go before the end of 2015, when
the MDGs should be [achieved by] the end of this
target [date]. Then we have to continue. The
Member States are very serious and getting a
lot of support on these sustainable development
goals. That is why I have nominated, a couple of
weeks ago, three world leaders — Indonesian
President [Susilo Bambang] Yudhoyono,
Liberian President [Ellen] Johnson-Sirleaf, and
[Prime Minister] David Cameron of the United
Kingdom, who will co-chair, and I’m going to
soon announce the establishment of a high-level
panel of eminent persons who will be really
working on these visions, together with the
Member States.
Question: Mr Secretary-General, some of
the people I’ve been talking to are looking at
the “must haves”, rather than this very long
document, which has not been agreed on
yet. They also seem to be focusing on the
sustainable development goals, which they
believe could give the world some specific
targets over the next decade or less, perhaps. I
wonder if you could tell us what you see as
the most important of these sustainable
development goals.
Secretary-General: It’s very difficult for me to
say anything which may give some impression
that [I am] prejudging any future decision by
the Member States. We have eight goals under
the Millennium Development Goals. Whether
it will be 5 goals, 7 goals, 8 goals, 10 goals –
that is now still under consideration. What is
important at this time is that these sustainable
development goals — SDGs — are getting
a lot of support from Member States. They
agree that there needs to be something which
will be followed up on, because… suppose we
have achieved all eight goals of the MDGs by
2015. That means we will have left still a lot of
things unfulfilled. For example, pillar number
one is cutting in half the number of people living
in abject poverty. We have in a sense achieved
it, that goal, but we will have 50 per cent still

Rio+20 Perspectives

Models
for
Local
Government
Organisations (LGOs) involvement in
a strengthened UNEP - Konrad OttoZimmermann

No sustainable development without
healthy, nutritious and culturally adapted
food for all - Hans Herren

Let’s Make Some Progress at RIO+20 ! Andre Giacini de Freitas

Let’s lock in green growth - Oliver Letwin

What does the Green Economy have to
do with us (Africans)? - Meles Zenawi
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who will be suffering from abject poverty; we
have to do it. Sanitation and drinking water,
or many others, [such as] reducing the number
of people dying from needless deaths, like
preventable diseases, women’s and children’s
deaths, malaria, tuberculosis and all these
diseases. And climate change issues are still
going on. So therefore, it is important that we
should be committed to carry on. That’s the
basic concept of SDGs.
Then, how these SDGs could be carried
out, so what are the tools The institutional
tools they are now talking about is whether
to strengthen the UNEP [United Nations
Environment Programme] or elevating [it] to
one of the specialised agencies, or whether
to strengthen the current Commission on
Sustainable Development to a Sustainable
Development Council. There are several
ideas that are now being discussed by Member
States. Again, they are now trying to focus on
streamlining all these options.
And there are tools, very effective tools, [and]
that’s energy, among the 26, clearly the most
important tool will be energy. Energy is the
golden thread. That is why I have established
the Sustainable Energy for All initiative, which
is again getting support. This is a cross-cutting
issue. Without energy, you cannot address
all these issues. Without educating people,
without skilled human resources, without
educated human resources, you cannot
address all these issues. Education can also
be the foundation of everything: water; again,
food – without food, without water, first of
all, human beings cannot have sustainable
living; how to handle all these organisational
issues. And oceans — 70 per cent of this
planet Earth is water, oceans. Oceans are now
being polluted; marine biodiversity is being lost,
significantly. There are many areas where we
have to focus our priority at this time. Member
States have gone through all these topics, indepth, very deeply. So they now know what
to choose. It’s a matter now of choice rather
than on agreeing on this detailed language.
I think we need some political wisdom, political
courage to set in motion all these priorities so
that we need to head towards a sustainable
path — environmentally, economically and
socially. When we say social equity —in an
environmentally hospitable way and in an
economically sustainably way — Member
States are talking about green growth, how to
achieve all this through green growth. I know
that there are some controversies about the
exact concept of green growth, but whatever
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names green growth may be called, I hope
Member States will be able to agree on all
these matters. Sorry for some long answers.
Question: Mr Secretary-General, as you noted,
most of the developed countries had agreed
that 0.7 per cent ODA [official development
assistance] would be given in order for
sustainable development programmes, to
sustain itself. They are not keeping their
commitment. What is it that you can do to
make them keep their commitments And I just
wanted to point out that, two years ago, you
had asked for $1 trillion to help the developing
countries at the G-20 summit. They have not
even come up with that. How do you intend
on asking them to follow up
Secretary-General: That is one of
the very important areas where some
continuing discussions are taking place,
in fact, what they call implementation or
previous commitments. These are, I think,
related. Member States are very seriously
discussing this matter. Our position, the
United Nations position, is unchanged: they
should provide 0.7 per cent of GNI [gross
national income] for official development
assistance. There are some countries which
have already met this target, even before 2015.
Some Nordic countries, European countries,
at least five or six countries, have met [the]
0.7 [per cent target] and some countries have
met even the 1 per cent goal of GNI. That’s
quite encouraging. But many of the countries
have not yet gone there, so we are asking
them to do that. For example, what I have
been really highly commending is political
courage. Despite this economic downturn,
financial crises in Europe, for example, Prime
Minister David Cameron, he has made it quite
clear that the United Kingdom, while they
were cutting 30 per cent of their budgets, will
keep the 0.7 per cent commitment. So I’ve
been urging G-20, G-8 leaders to follow suit.
We need leaders to have political commitment
and political courage and vision. Short-term
measures will not be the answers. You need to
have mid- and longer-term visions for sustainable
development. Therefore, in addressing all these
financial crises in Europe, I think they need to
take a mid- and longer-term vision, rather than
short-term, stop-gap measures.
The interview is a transcript of UN SecretaryGeneral Ban Ki-moon’s press conference on
the United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development (Rio+20), held in New York.
Source:
http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2012/
sgsm14336.doc.htm
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Opinion
The International Council
for Science (ICSU) President
gives statement at Rio+20
Professor Yuan Tseh Lee
represented the Scientific and
Technological Major Group
at the opening of Rio+20, the United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development with
the following statement.
“I am honored to address you on behalf of the
global scientific and technological community.
We meet at a time of unprecedented challenges.
Science has sounded the alarm that humanity is
putting enormous pressure on our planet. We
have entered the Anthropocene, where human
activity dominates the planet. Dangerous climate
change, biodiversity loss, and widespread
pollution present grave threats to our survival.
We, the science, engineering and technology
communities urge leaders to act now.
Failure to do so increases the risk of abrupt
and irreversible changes to the biosphere
that will undermine the sustainability of life
on earth. Research shows that responding
to these challenges requires fundamental
transformations, both personal and systemic,
to protect our planet, eradicate poverty and
hunger, address inequality and conflict, and
safeguard human rights and justice.
Science, engineering and technology have
helped drive the development of human
societies for centuries. Our transformation to
sustainability must be supported by the best
knowledge, innovation and feasibility analyses
that science and engineering have to offer.
Integrated research will deliver the knowledge
society needs, and a strong science-policy
interface must support decision-making.
We therefore call for Rio+20 to forge a
new contract between science and society.
The international science and engineering
community is ready to step up to realise the
Future We Want.
Source: http://www.icsu.org/news-centre/news/icsupresident-represents-scientific-and-technological-majorgroup-at-rio-20

View Point
Sunita Narain: Rio - Not plus or
minus
25 June 2012, 00:42 IST, Business Standard,
New Delhi

Final document is being touted as victory for
developing world, as it reiterates principle of
common but differentiated responsibilities
The United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development, or Rio+20, came to an end
last week. The conference declaration,
entitled “The Future We Want”, is a weak and
meaningless document. It aims at the lowest
common denominator consensus, to say
nothing consequential about how the world
will move ahead to deal with the interlinked
crises of economy and ecology. The question
arises: is this the future we want or the future
we dread
The final document is being touted as a victory
for the developing world, particularly India,
because it reiterates the principle of common
but differentiated responsibilities and respected
capabilities. This guiding principle, hammered
out with much acrimony in 1992, establishes
the differentiation of action of different parts
of the world. It is, clearly, not negotiable. So,
in that one respect, Rio 2012 is a move ahead.
But is this enough gain
We need to ask why things have come to such
a pass that, 20 years later, all that the world
is doing is reaffirm principles that cannot, and
should not, be rewritten. Why does the world,
confronted with real and present dangers of
climate change, destruction of the high seas
and the need to reinvent growth that is green
and inclusive, do nothing more than mouth
platitudes about change Why is Rio+20, then,
about the future we do not want
The fact is that Rio+20 has come at a bad
time. Europe, the environmental missionary, is
preoccupied with domestic financial concerns.
Its governments now say that austerity and nogrowth may not be the way to the future. They

are seeking a new term of industrialisation in
the face of crippling unemployment. In the
US, things are not very different. The Barack
Obama government is facing an election year
and the economy is its paramount issue. The
US has no time for global environmental issues.
Mr Obama, who was elected on the promise
of change, is shy of even mentioning the word
“climate”.
But more importantly, the US wants to
dismantle the framework that puts it under
pressure to act first and contribute more
to reduce global environmental burden. In
America’s view, the principle of equity in global
negotiations is a definite albatross around its
neck, which gives unfair advantage to countries
like China and India. They want none of this.
They want to rewrite the global agreement
on this matter. They have worked hard to do
this in the climate negotiations and succeeded
to some extent. Rio+20 was their chance to
get rid of the principle of differentiation from
where it was inscribed first. The tried and,
thankfully, failed.
But, as a result, every other agenda at Rio+20
was a victim of the first. The second key
aim was to establish the concept of a green
economy and to use sustainable development
goals – not unlike Millennium Development
Goals – to measure performance against green
targets. But this agenda soon became lost to
geopolitical tectonic shifts, where the rich world
is declining and the poor world is ascending.
The very idea of a green economy was viewed
as a new form of green protectionism and
conditionality that would hinder growth. In
the final Rio+20 decision, the agenda has been
tied up in convoluted wording that will make
progress difficult.
But it is also important to note that the agenda
for creating a green economy was floated
without agreement about its definition. The
fact is that industrialised countries look at
environmental action from a prism divorced
from development and social well-being.
They see environmental measures as the
icing on the cake of development already
done and delivered. This icing helps improve
performance through efficiency and helps
clean up up toxins and pollution. On the other
hand, developing and emerging countries do
not have this luxury. They need growth, and
if they accept that growth must be equitable
and sustainable, their approach to a green

Rio+20 Perspectives

(Excerpts from a statement by Maurice
F Strong, delivered to the Special United
Nations General Assembly Event on
Rio+20, New York, October 25th, 2011)
- Maurice F Strong

Time to Consider a World Environment
Organisation - YAB Dato’ Sri Haji Mohd
Najib bin Tun Haji Abdul

Millennium Consumption Goals (MCGs) can
preserve the planet, protect the poor and
promote prosperity - Prof Mohan Munasinghe

Six minutes to save the earth - Severn
Cullis-Suzuki
Source: http://www.unep.org/rio20/RIO20Perspectives/
tabid/101533/Default.aspx
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economy will be different. This is the challenge
that Rio+20 should have faced squarely.
In this way, Rio+20 was the opportunity to
tackle what is clearly the most intractable
and most obvious of all issues confronting
the world — the current economic growth
paradigm that is consumption-led and is
gobbling its way through banks and the planet.
It is now well understood that the world is
staring at a financial recession on the one
hand and an environmental catastrophe on
the other. It is also increasingly understood
that the consumption patterns and lifestyle
of the already-rich cannot be afforded by all.
How can the world move towards sustainable
production and sustainable consumption,
but still growth for all Rio+20 should have
focused on this. In addition, it should have
focused on new robust measurement tools to
track progress in well-being — the “GDP-plus”
economy.
Instead, in my view, Rio+20 became the
battleground for what can only be considered
an illegitimate fight. And if Rio+20 is a failure
of non-action, then it is a failure of global
leadership that allowed the US and its cronies
to contemplate fiddling with the principle of
equity in global action and end up deepening
the distrust that destroys global cooperative
action.
I returned to Rio 20 years later to better
understand developments that mean so
much for the future of our world. I came
back saddened by the realisation that 20
years later it seems that people have grown
up but the world’s leadership is still in
kindergarten.
Source: http://www.business-standard.com/india/news/
bsunita-narainb-rio-not-plus-or-minus-/478359/

European Commission
- Rio+20 agenda
Towards a global green economy and better
governance – the Commission presents policy
orientations for the Rio+20 Conference
Brussels, 20 June 2011- Today the European
Commission adopted a Communication
preparing the ground for the EU’s position
at the Rio+20 UN Sustainable Development
Conference, which will be held in Rio de
Janeiro in June 2012.
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removing
environmentally
harmful
subsidies, mobilising public and private
financial resources, investing in skills and
green jobs. Indicators that reflect a wider
sense of progress (both environmental
and social), and that can work alongside
GDP, need to be developed.

The Communication outlines objectives and
specific actions on the two inter-linked themes
of the Conference: enabling the transition to a
green economy in the context of sustainable
development and poverty eradication, and
ensuring better governance for sustainable
development.
Environment Commissioner Janez Potočnik and
Development Commissioner Andris Piebalgs
presented the Communication jointly, marking
an important link between environment and
development.
Janez Potočnik said: “The sustainable
management of resources and natural
capital is essential, for countries in all stages
of development. – and It can be particular
opportunity for developing countries as
resources and natural capital are fundamentally
linked to the efforts to eradicate poverty. To
make this happen at a global level we have
to start putting in place the right market and
regulatory conditions globally. Rio+20 can
mark the start of a world-wide transition
towards a global green economy.”
Andris Piebalgs added “Developing countries
are the first affected by climate change and
degradation of the environment. Floods,
drought, and earthquakes are the most visible
effects. They put at risk the economic and social
development we strive to trigger through our
assistance. Rio+20 is the opportunity to secure
political commitment to improve the well-being
of millions of people. We need to shift towards
a green economy that will help us achieve
sustainable growth which benefit to all citizens.”
The Communication maps out the “what, how
and who” of a transition to a green economy,
proposing specific actions that could be
implemented at the international, national and
regional levels. The key themes are:
1.

Investing in key resources and natural
capital (“what”): these are: water,
renewable energy, marine resources,
biodiversity and ecosystem services,
sustainable agriculture, forests, waste and
recycling. These areas underpin millions of
livelihoods and can help alleviate poverty.
They could become areas for future
economic growth and global markets.

2.

Combining market and
instruments
(“how”):

regulatory
eco-taxes,
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3.

Improving governance and encouraging
private sector involvement (“who”):
reinforcing and streamlining the existing
international governance structures (for
example by upgrading the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP)).
The much greater involvement and
engagement of businesses and civil society
is also essential.

Today’s Communication lays the basis for
further dialogue between the Commission,
Council and Parliament, civil society, business,
and countries in the lead up to Rio+20. A
consolidated EU position needs to be submitted
to the UN by 1st November 2011.

Next Steps
On the basis of this Communication, the
Commission will work together with Council
and Parliament to build a consistent EU
position that will contribute to an ambitious
Rio+20 outcome with concrete policies and
actions for greening the economy.

Background
Two decades after the first ‘Earth Summit’ in
1992, although good progress has been made as
regards poverty eradication and environmental
degradation, considerable global challenges
remain. Several of the Millennium Development
Goals (MDGs) are severely off-track. Roughly
1.4 billion people still live in extreme poverty
and one sixth of the world’s population is
undernourished. Natural resources are depleting
while global greenhouse gas emissions continue
to rise. Against that backdrop world leaders will
meet in Rio de Janeiro in June 2012 for the fourth
Earth Summit of this kind, to mark the 20th
anniversary of the 1992 Rio UN Conference
on Environment and Development and the
10th anniversary of the 2002 Johannesburg
World Summit on Sustainable Development.
Rio+20 will focus on two interlinked themes:
the green economy in the context of sustainable
development and poverty eradication; and
the institutional framework for sustainable
development.
Source: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/international_
issues/rio20_en.htm

Articles
At Rio, a new contract for science?
20 June 2012, Chinadialogue.net, Article, Brazil

Joydeep Gupta
As global leaders try to chart a course for
the planet, scientists are seeking to influence
policymakers far more than they have proved
able to in recent years. Joydeep Gupta reports
from Brazil.
Ensuring a sustainable future in the face of
inter-connected, human-induced challenges to
the Earth system demands a new relationship
between science and society. This was the
message from leading scientists gathered in Rio
de Janeiro last week for the Forum on Science,
Technology and Innovation for Sustainable
Development, a five-day session held ahead of the
main event, the UN-led sustainability conference
known as Rio+20, which begins today.
“Our way of development is undermining
the resilience of our planet,” said Yuan Tseh
Lee, president of the International Council
for Science (ICSU). “Scientific evidence
now shows this convincingly. We must find a
different path towards a safe and prosperous
future. With all the knowledge and creativity
we have, it is absolutely possible. But we are
running out of time. We need real leadership,
practical solutions and concrete action to set
our world on a sustainable path.”
Around 500 scientists from 75 countries came
together in the Brazilian city last week to urge
that their findings be taken far more seriously
when policymakers meet to indicate, if not
determine, the development path the world
should take.
Expert after expert underlined and presented
empirical evidence to prove that we are living in
a time of unprecedented global environmental,
social, financial, geo-political and technological
crisis. Many of them said in private they were
frustrated by the way this evidence was
being ignored by policymakers negotiating a
resolution for the Rio+20 summit at the same
time. They wanted to exert renewed pressure
for science to be more relevant and effective at
informing both policy and implementation.

In short, scientists are seeking a new contract
between science and society. They want a
relationship that can better inform policy
related to sustainable development and help
build societal resilience to environmental risks.
Many of those who gathered for the Rio forum
were also critical of the scientific community
itself, agreeing that scientists continue to live
in their ivory towers. Instead, they need to
engage directly with society to ensure shared
understanding of the new realities shaping
our world, and help translate knowledge into
action for sustainable development.
The forum was organised by ICSU in partnership
with UNESCO, the World Federation of
Engineering Organisations, the International
Social Science Council, the Brazilian Ministry
of Science, Technology and Innovation and the
Brazilian Academy of Sciences.
And the scientists were there to look at the
greatest challenges facing the earth: how to
secure food and water supplies for a fast-rising
global population, how to provide energy while
minimising use of coal and petroleum, how to
adapt to a world at greater risk from climate
change and disaster and how to do all this in
more equitable ways.
One outcome of the forum was the launch
of a 10-year global sustainability research
initiative called Future Earth, a platform to
coordinate interdisciplinary studies. Describing
its significance, Lee said: “New knowledge
from science must play a critical role in
finding solutions through integrated research,
holistic systems-oriented thinking, and a
stronger commitment on behalf of science to
communication, education and engagement.”
The question now is to what extent the
recommendations from last week’s forum can
impact the political resolution being negotiated
for this week’s United Nations Conference on
Sustainable Development (UNCSD), popularly
called Rio+20 for coming 20 years after the
seminal Earth Summit in this same coastal
city. The 2012 conference is being held in an
atmosphere of gloom, partly due to the global
economic recession and partly because so little
of what was promised in 1992 has materialised.
The annual Global Environment Outlook,
published by the UN Environment Programme
on June 6, makes that abundantly clear.
A concern repeatedly expressed at the
forum was that scientists too often have a
“silo mentality”, and that this is a barrier to
science playing a bigger role in development
policymaking. Aware of this, UNCSD chief
Sha Zukang has just called for all experts to

suggest “practical solutions” for policymakers
to act on. By linking up different disciplines, the
Future Earth programme is expected to help,
especially when it comes to understanding the
unintended consequences that one scientific
development may have in other areas. An
example discussed at the forum was biofuel
development, which impacts farmland used to
grow food crops as well as water availability.
One way of getting over such problems is for
physical scientists and social scientists to interact
far more closely than they have done so far, as has
been repeatedly pointed out at recent scientific
gatherings. Many participants at the Rio forum
went a step further and said social scientists
should be put in charge of research programmes,
rather than just invited as collaborators.
Leaders from the world of social science used
the forum to launch a campaign to make their
work more “visible”, arguing that their research
into global environmental change too often goes
ignored. “Social scientists are often called upon
to sell solutions found by natural scientists,” said
Heide Hackmann, executive director of the
International Social Science Council. Instead, she
said, they should be involved in research projects
from the outset. “A lot of social scientists doing
this work have remained invisible. Our role is to
make them visible.”
Hackmann presented an ISSC report
outlining six social science questions — or
“cornerstones” — which would apply to
research regardless of subject. For example,
applying the “interpretation and subjective
sense-making” cornerstone to climate-change
research would address the question: “why,
in the face of decades of scientific knowledge,
do we have climate change indifference
and denial?” The organisation is developing
good-practice guidelines to encourage social
scientists to take up global change research.
“We must mobilise social scientists to take
the lead in reaching out to natural scientists:
it’s a two-way process,” said Hackmann. Olive
Shisana, president of South Africa’s Human
Sciences Research Council pointed out that
important challenges to full integration remain.
Defining integrated science, measuring quality,
agreeing on shared methodology and acceptable
evidence – which can differ in the natural and
social sciences – are among these. But that
should not mute the ambition, she said: “Social
sciences should be at the centre of all sustainable
development work, for the simple reason that
we are dealing with human behaviour.”
Joydeep Gupta is south Asia director of
thethirdpole.net.
Source: http://www.chinadialogue.net/article/show/single/
en/4995
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The Contested Legacy of
Rio+20 by Maria Ivanova
Thursday, September 20, 2012

In June 2012, nearly fifty
thousand people gathered in
Rio de Janeiro for the latest
and largest environmental
summit, Rio+20.[1] Long
before
the
conference
started, however, observers
were predicting its failure. “Designed with a
wide range of objectives, the conference seems
destined to fail,” noted Michel Rocard, former
Prime Minister of France. “Without consensus,
no action can be taken, and consensus will be
impossible.”[2]
Activists and analysts quickly pronounced the
conference a disappointment,[3] a “colossal
failure of leadership and vision,”[4] and
evidence that “governments have given up
on the planet.”[5] Many criticised the 50-page
outcome document, entitled The Future We
Want, as weak and lacking vision. Greenpeace
even dubbed it “the longest suicide note
in history.”[6] These grim assessments stem
from the unmet expectations for a bold,
ambitious collective global vision or treaty
to solve increasingly severe contemporary
environmental problems.
My assessment of Rio+20 is more nuanced
and optimistic than the conclusions of
many observers, and is grounded in three
observations. First, global problems have
increased in number and complexity, their
interconnectedness
requiring
collective
action at multiple scales. There is no single,
overarching solution to environmental,
economic or social problems and much less to
all of them collectively. Second, achieving global
consensus on global issues is markedly more
difficult today, as most traditional and emerging
powers are preoccupied with a multitude of
domestic or regional problems. Third, this
new environment does not encourage big,
bold political visionaries but rather requires
adaptive leaders attuned to specific details and
changing circumstances. Against this backdrop,
one could read the ambiguous waffling of “The
Future We Want” as a meaningless potpourri of
issues and actors – or as the license to operate
more freely for a number of institutions at
multiple levels of governance.
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Despite significant political constraints and
predictions of imminent failure, Rio+20 set
the agenda for the next two decades for global
environmental and sustainability governance
through five major developments: a shift in
the narrative of sustainable development;
reform of international institutions; rethinking
of resources; launch of the sustainable
development goals process; and integration of
participation as principle and practice.

Narrative
Over four decades, the global narrative
has shifted from a focus on protection
of the environment as a precondition to
development, to a focus on development as
a precondition for environmental protection.
In 1972, governments agreed that “the
protection and improvement of the human
environment is a major issue which affects
the well-being of peoples and economic
development throughout the world; it is the
urgent desire of the peoples of the whole
world and the duty of all Governments.”[7]
At Rio+20, governments saw “eradicating
poverty [as] the greatest global challenge
facing the world today and an indispensable
requirement for sustainable development.”[8]
An important, yet largely unnoticed shift that
Rio+20 brought about is the substitution of
the three “pillars” with the three “dimensions”
of sustainable development. This change
recognises the fluidity and interconnectedness
of the environmental, economic, and social
aspects of global issues rather than their
parallel existence and opens up opportunities
for integrative work at multiple levels of
governance.

Institutions
Rio+20’s institutional legacy is threefold. First,
it enabled the UN Environment Programme
(UNEP) to take a leading role in the postRio world. Governments committed to
“strengthen and upgrade” UNEP by expanding
its Governing Council from 58 countries to
universal membership; increasing its financial
resources; and expanding its role in capacitybuilding and implementation. UNEP also
received authority to formulate UN systemwide strategies on the environment. Second, in
a rare institutional reform move, governments
decided to abolish the Commission on
Sustainable Development (CSD) – the central
institutional outcome of the 1992 Rio Earth
Summit – and replace it with a High-Level
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Forum. Finally, Rio+20’s institutional impact
on the UN Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC) went most unnoticed but might
be most significant. By adding “environmental
and related fields” to ECOSOC’s functions,
governments widely expanded its mandate,
de facto re-writing the UN Charter on
ECOSOC.[9]

Resources
The provision of financial resources to
support the implementation of commitments
has been a core negotiation issue during all
Earth Summits. Rio+20 negotiations were
tainted by unmet promises, yet colored by
a renewed optimism that a combination
of state and non-state contributions would
provide the resources necessary to fulfill
them. Governments committed to assess
financing needs, evaluate the effectiveness of
existing financing instruments, and outline a
Sustainable Development Financing Strategy
by 2014. In addition, non-government sources
pledged over US$513 billion to support their
commitments. Without a system for tracking
pledges, resources, and outcomes, however,
the additive effect of these multiple initiatives
is likely to be limited.

Sustainable Development Goals
Most observers agree that one of the most
important achievements of Rio+20 was the
agreement on a process to set global Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs), which will focus
on priority areas for sustainable development
and cover both developed and developing
countries.

Participation
Rio+20 both called for and evidenced greatly
increased global engagement in environmental
governance. The outcome document reflected
a new global norm for participation – from
the “full and effective participation of all
countries in decision making processes” to
enhancing the participation and “effective
engagement” of civil society in multiple
governance aspects.[10]
Mega-conferences have been criticised as
wasteful talk-shops[11] and lauded as the
causal mechanisms behind aggregate shifts
in international politics.[12] Rio+20 looks to
have proven both right. Under the banner of
sustainable development, Rio+20 could not
zero in on a handful of issues; it had to tackle

all and could not produce the far-reaching
reforms many deemed necessary. Significant
progress, however, happened on the sidelines
of Rio+20 as governments, businesses, civil
society groups, and universities registered
over 600 voluntary commitments and
mobilised over US$513 billion to meet
them. Most importantly, however, Rio+20
mobilised the young generation and its lasting
legacy might be the training of these adaptive
and perceptive new leaders attuned to local
realities, globally.
This article is based on a larger piece by the
author, which is currently under review at Global
Environmental Politics.
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Higher Education Sustainability
Initiative for Rio+20
On the occasion of the UN Conference on
Sustainable Development in 2012, the leaders
of the international academic community are
called upon to commit to the development
of sustainable practices for Higher Education
Institutions. They are invited to sign on to the
Declaration below.
With the 1992 Rio Declaration on Environment
and
Development,
the
international
community committed to making every effort
to ensure sustainable development for the
benefit of present and future generations.
The aim of the 2012 UN Conference on
Sustainable Development, or Rio+20, is
to secure renewed political commitment
for sustainable development, assess the
progress to date and the remaining gaps in the
implementation of the outcomes of the major
summits on sustainable development, and
address new and emerging challenges.
Since Higher Education Institutions educate
and train decision makers, they play a key
role in building more sustainable societies
and creating new paradigms. As educational
institutions, they have the mission to promote
development through both research and
teaching, disseminating new knowledge and
insight to their students and building their
capabilities. Given the objectives of Rio+20,
Higher Education Institutions have a special
responsibility to provide leadership on
education for sustainable development.
Education for sustainable development aims
at enabling everyone to acquire the values,
competencies, skills and knowledge necessary
to contribute to building a more sustainable
society. This implies revising teaching content
to respond to global and local challenges.
It should also promote teaching methods
that enable students to acquire skills such as
interdisciplinary thinking, integrated planning,
understanding complexity, cooperating with
others in decision-making processes, and
participating in local, national and global
processes towards sustainable development.

Declaration
“As Chancellors, Presidents, Rectors, Deans
and Leaders of Higher Education Institutions
and related organisations, we acknowledge the
responsibility that we bear in the international

pursuit of sustainable development. On the
occasion of the United Nations Conference
on Sustainable Development, held in Rio de
Janeiro from 20-22 June 2012, we agree to
support the following actions:
• Teach
sustainable
development
concepts, ensuring that they form a part
of the core curriculum across all disciplines
so that future higher education graduates
develop skills necessary to enter sustainable
development workforces and have an explicit
understanding of how to achieve a society
that values people, the planet and profits in
a manner that respects the finite resource
boundaries of the earth. Higher Education
Institutions are also encouraged to provide
sustainability training to professionals and
practitioners;
• Encourage research on sustainable
development issues, to improve scientific
understanding through exchanges of scientific
and technological knowledge, enhancing
the development, adaptation, diffusion and
transfer of knowledge, including new and
innovative technologies.
• Green our campuses by: i) reducing the
environmental footprint through energy,
water and material resource efficiencies
in our buildings and facilities; ii) adopting
sustainable procurement practices in our
supply chains and catering services; iii)
providing sustainable mobility options for
students and faculty; iv) adopting effective
programmes for waste minimisation,
recycling and reuse, and v) encouraging
more sustainable lifestyles.
• Support sustainability efforts in the
communities in which we reside, working
with local authorities and civil society to
foster more liveable, resource-efficient
communities that are socially inclusive and
have small environmental footprints.
• Engage with and share results through
international frameworks, such as the
UN Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development, led by UNESCO, the UN
University system, the UN Academic Impact,
the Global Compact, the UN-supported
Principles for Responsible Management
Education initiative and the UN Environment
Programme?s Environmental Education and
Training initiatives, in order to exchange
knowledge and experiences and to report
regularly on progress and challenges.”
http://www.uncsd2012.org/index.php?menu=163
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United Nations Communications Officials on Rio+20 and
Sustainable Development
Rio+20 Spokesperson’s Team

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)

United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO)

United Nations Department of Public Information (DPI)
Pragati Pascale
+1 212 963 6870 | pascale@un.org

Jonathan Lynn
+41 79 666 7134 | jlynn@wmo.int

Giancarlo Summa
+5521 2253 2211
giancarlo.summa@unic.org unic.brazil@unic.org

Maureen Lorenzetti
+1 202 352 3572 | mlorenzetti@ifc.org

Sayaphol Sackda
+43 1 26026 3974 | s.sackda@unido.org

International Fund for Agricultural Development
(IFAD)

United Nations Non-Governmental Liaison Service
(NGLS)

Dan Shepard
+1 212 963 9495 | shepard@un.org
Wynne Boelt
+1 212 963 8264 | boelt@un.org
Morana Song
+1 212 963 2932 | songm@un.org
Mélanie Prud’homme
+1 917 367 3541 | prudhommem@un.org

Rio+20 Secretariat

United Nations Department of Economic and Social
Affairs (DESA)
Nikhil Chandavarkar
+1 212 963 8980 | chandavarkar@un.org

Mikhail Evstafyev
+43 699 1459 7329 | m.evstafyev@unido.org

International Finance Corporation

Jeffrey Brez
+39 366 612 1101 | j.brez@ifad.org

Beth Peoch
+41 22 9172062 | beth.peoch@unctad.org

International Labour Organization (ILO)

Bernhard Frey
+1 212 963 0152 | freyb@un.org

Kevin Cassidy
+1 212 697 0150 | cassidy@ilo.org

United Nations Population Fund (UNFPA)
Ulisses Lacava Bigaton
(5561) 9181 1000 | bigaton@unfpa.org

United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD)

United Nations Regional Commissions

Catherine Sibut
+41 22 917 5549 | catherine.sibut@unctad.org

Amr Nour
+1 212 963 5565 | nour@un.org

Muriel Scibilia
+41 22 917 5725 | muriel.scibilia@unctad.org

Srinivas Tata
+1 212 963 2348 | tatas@un.org

Jussi Salmi

United Nations Convention to Combat Desertification
(UNCCD)

+1 212 963 5247 | salmi@un.org

Wagaki Mwangi
+49 228 815 2820 | wmwangi@unccd.int

Ulrike Kelm
+34 976 478 346/7 | kelm@un.org

Yukie Hori
+49 228 815 2829 | yhori@unccd.int

Stefanie Neno
+39 06 57 0 54079 | stefanie.neno@fao.org

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)

The World Bank

Office of Rio+20 Executive Coordinators
Pierre Cannet
+1 917 367 5534 / +1 347 466 6660
cannet@un.org
Sonia Marville-Carter
+1 212 963 3630 | marville-carter@un.org

United Nations Secretary-General’s
High-level Panel on Global Sustainability

Suzanne Bilello
+1 212 963 4386 | bilello@un.org

Robert Bisset
+1 202 458 5191 / +1 202 415 9646
rbisset@worldbank.org

United Nations Foundation

World Food Programme (WFP)

Cynthia Scharf
+1 212 963 1016 | scharfc@un.org

Robb Skinner
+1 212 697 3315 | rskinner@unfoundation.org

United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP)

United Nations Forum on Forests

Nick Nuttall
+254 20 7623084 | nick.nuttall@unep.org

Mita Sen
+1 917 367 5069 | sen@un.org

Jim Sniffen
+1 212 963 8094 / +1 917 742 2218
sniffenj@un.org

Sylvia Chen
+1 212 963 3262 | chen14@un.org

United Nations Development Programme (UNDP)
Stanislav Saling
+ 1 212 906 5296 /+1 917 346 1955
stanislav.saling@undp.org

Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)

Kristen Coco
+1 917 288 0787 | cocok@un.org

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO)
Erwin Northoff
+39 06 570 53105 /+39 348 25 23 616
erwin.northoff@fao.org

Global Environment Facility (GEF)
Christian Hofer
+1 202 458 0936 | chofer@thegef.org

Bettina Luescher
+1 646 556 6909 / +1 646 824 1112
bettina.luescher@wfp.org

World Health Organization (WHO)
Angelica Spraggins
+1 646 626 6050 | aspraggins@whoun.org

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change (UNFCCC)
John Hay
+49 228 815 1404 | jhay@unfccc.int

David Ainsworth
+1 514 287 7025 / +1 514 561 2720
david.ainsworth@cbd.int

UN-Water

Gregory Härtl
+41 22 791 4458 | hartlg@who.int
Nada Osseiran
+4122 7914475 | +41 79 4451624
osseirann@who.int
Elaine Ruth Fletcher
+41 22 791 4298 | fletchere@whoun.org

United Nations Global Compact

World Meteorological Organization (WMO)
Carine van Maele
+41 79 406 4730 | cvanmaele@wmo.int

Tim Wall
timwall123@gmail.com

United Nations Human Settlements Programme
(UN-HABITAT)
Ana Moreno
+254 20 762 3065 | ana.moreno@unhabitat.org
Rosa Surinach
+1 212 963 4474 | surinach@un.org

Clare Nullis
+41 22 730 8478 | cnullis@wmo.int

World Tourism Organization (UNWTO)
Sandra Carvao
+ 34 91 567 81 63 | scarvao@unwto.org

Rio+20 in social media
Rio+20 on Twitter

Rio+20 on Facebook

SD KnowledgePlatform@SustDev
UNCSD twitter account
(Official twitter of UN Development knowledge
1033 tweets, 33 following, platform resulting from Rio+20,formerly@
UN_Rioplus20,Rio+20 conference)
11327 followers
1800 tweets, 466 following, 27454 talking
https://twitter.com/
search?q=rio%2B20&src=typd http://sustainabledevelopment.un.org;
https://twitter.com/SustDev
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Statistics
Likes

Talking
Link
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Rio+20
(Non-profit
organisation)

Road to Rio+20
(Community)

Rio+20
(Organisation)

6245

4772

48735

28

17

557

http://www.facebook.
com/Riomais20

http://www.facebook.
com/road2rio20

http://www.facebook.
com/ONURioMais20

Open Window
Rio+20, United Nations Conference on Sustainable
Development
www.uncsd2012.org

•

•

•

outcome document, capacity building, petitions, major groups,
business & industry, children && youth, farmers, indigenous peoples,
local authorities, NGOs, Women, FAQs)
News and Media (daily read -outs from conference secretary
general, UN news, meeting coverage, press material, media contacts,
logo & guidelines, newsletter, media advisory)
Resources (the Future We Want, Rio+20 voluntary commitments,
partnerships at Rio+20, Statements, Publications, IFSD, Rio+20
Issues Brief, Information notes, Green economy policies, practices
and initiatives, Zero Draft of Outcome Document, compilation
document, political groups, meetings outcomes, synthesis report
data, videos, logo & guidelines)
Engage (Voluntary Commitments, Register Partnership at Rio+20,
Submit Green Economy initiative, Higher Education Sustainability
Initiative for Rio+20, Pictures of the world)

International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
www.iucn.org

The United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (UNCSD)
is being organised in pursuance of General Assembly Resolution and will
take place in Brazil on 20-22 June 2012 to mark the 20th anniversary of
the 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development
(UNCED), in Rio de Janeiro, and the 10th anniversary of the 2002 World
Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) in Johannesburg.
The conference website was the gateway of information to the parties and
delegates on the themes, meetings, events, daily schedules, documents/
minutes, ratifications, outcomes, decisions, declarations, logistics, news
& media reports. The resources section entails Rio + 20 issues briefs,
statements, publications, preparatory process documents, synthesis report
data etc. Some other important sections are meetings, member states,
UN systems, major groups, news & media, engage, registration. It has
information on ‘Rio+20 the future we want’ campaign details and FAQs.
This website for Rio+20 have highlighted seven areas which need priority
attention; these include decent jobs, energy, sustainable cities, food
security and sustainable agriculture, water, oceans and disaster readiness.
The site also connects you to its face book, twitter and you tube links.

Site Map
•
•

•

•
•
•

About (Process, Bureau, Secretariat, Registration, History, Donors
and the host country)
Themes (Green economy – Publications, Video, updates,
Statements, related meetings; Institutional Framework – Statements,
Publications, Related meetings; 7 critical issues at Rio+20)
Meetings (Conference, Rio+20 journal, statements, side events,
Pictures and Videos, SD-Leaning; Partnership Forum,, SD Dialogue
Days, calendar, Logistics, Transportation, Bus Schedule, informal
consultations)
Member states (member states, national preparations, sign in, my page)
UN System (EC – ESA Plus members, other IGOs & inter-agency
mechanisms, registration, outcomes governing bodies)
Major Groups (registry of major groups organisations, meet the
organising partners, registration & accreditation, zero draft of the

International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN), mission is to
provide pragmatic solutions to our most pressing environment and
development challenges. IUCN provides us resourceful information
in the form of news and covering various events of international level
in which one of them was RIO+20. The website details out its priority
areas (biodiversity, climate change, sustainable energy, human well-being,
green economy) and IUCN regional presence and work. It provides
overwhelming information to its members and the world on key
conservation issues and IUCN engagements and initiatives.
The ‘About IUCN’ section has details on its council, members, commissions,
how we work, donors & partners, programmes, accountability & values,
awards, world conservation congress. ‘What we do’ section has details on
IUCN work, its global programmes, priorities, work by topic, our experts.
The ‘resources’ section is rich with publications, conservation tools, monthly
focus, multimedia, did you know, statutory and corporate documents,
monitoring and evaluation. In proactive manner the ‘get involved’ provide
information on jobs, join IUCN, support IUCN, stay informed, opinion,
IUCN awards. The site has a dedicated section on ‘media’ which has
news releases, media statements, media advisories, media contacts, media
awards. Additionally the section on ‘news’ has press releases, coverage,
IUCN at international events, monthly focus, blog and twitter hub.
The information on IUCN members, expert commissions, programmes,
offices, blogs, videos, publications are some of the important links to browse.
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United Nations Foundation
www.unfoundation.org

It is through this dialogue that the world can achieve global visions of
sustainable development encompassing observance of human rights,
mutual respect and the alleviation of poverty, all of which are at the heart
of UNESCO’S mission and activities.
UNESCO’s mission is to contribute to the building of peace, the eradication
of poverty, sustainable development and intercultural dialogue through
education, the sciences, culture, communication and information.
The information rich website of UNESCO has detail navigations on
‘education’ (programmes, worldwide focus, events, network, partners),
‘natural sciences’ (science and technology, environment, publications,
periodical, communication material), ‘social and human sciences’
(thematic focus and programmes, events, worldwide network, events,
resources), ‘culture’ (network, focus, events, publications, on-line
material, databases) and finally on ‘communication and information’
(themes, media development, freedom of expression, capacity building
tools, intergovernmental programmes, events and resources). Given
below overall UNESCO’s website Map.

United Nations Foundations acts as an advocate for the UN and a
platform for connecting people, ideas and resources to help the United
Nations solve global problems. The foundation builds partnerships, grow
constituencies, mobilise resources and advocate policy changes to support
the UN’s work for individual and global progress.
The website is mouthpiece of UN Foundation and focus on its board,
leaders, its impact, news and media. The section on ‘What we do’ is
about foundation’s campaign and initiatives, issues (global health, energy
and climate change, women and population), partners (corporations and
organisations), working with UN, legacy of impact (technology, sustainable
development).

United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)
www.unesco.org

About us (Introducing UNESCO, governing bodies, member states ,
director-general, goodwill ambassadors, secretariat, history)
How we work (Programme, strategy, accountability, UNESCO House,
visit us, field offices, institutes and centres, contact us)
Themes (Major programmes - Education, Natural Sciences, Social
& Human Sciences, Culture, Communication & Information, Africa ,
Biodiversity Initiative, Climate Change, Culture of Peace & Non-Violence,
Dialogue among Civilisations , Education for Sustainable Development
, Foresight and Anticipation , Gender Equality, HIV and AIDS , ICT in
Education, Indigenous Peoples, Least Developed Countries , Post-Conflict
and Post-Disaster Responses, Science Education , Small Island Developing
States, Youth)
Worldwide (Africa, Arab States, Asia and the Pacific, Europe and North
America, Latin America and the Caribbean)
UNESCO in countries (National commissions, field offices, institutes and
centres)
Communities (UNESCO and member states , United Nations System,
intergovernmental organisations, non-governmental organisations, private
sector)
Events (All events, programme meetings, public events, UNESCO
house)
Prizes and Celebrations (UNESCO prizes, celebrations, commemorative
medals, employment, procurement, networks, partners & donors,
participation programme, fellowships)

UNESCO works to create the conditions for dialogue among civilizations,
cultures and peoples, based upon respect for commonly shared values.
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Resources (Multimedia, Conventions & recommendations, publications,
UNESCO presentation Kit, statistics)
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Events during
Rio+20
Educating for a sustainable future
United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)
21 June 2012, 19:00 - 20:30

Organising partners: UNESCO (lead
organiser) in association with the Interagency
Committee for the UN Decade of Education
for Sustainable Development (composed of
20 UN entities); the Government of Sweden;
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology of Japan
Introduction: Moving towards sustainable
development cannot be achieved by
political agreements, financial incentives or
technological solutions alone. To safeguard the
natural environment and promote greater global
equity, we need a fundamental change in the
ways we think and act. This can only be achieved
if all individuals and societies are equipped and
empowered by knowledge, skills and values
as well as heightened awareness to drive such
change. The transition towards green economies
and societies requires that we educate and train
everyone and prepare society at large for such a
sustainable future. This entails the comprehensive
revision of current curricula, job qualifications
and corresponding learning objectives of
educational programmes at all levels as well
as the development or re-design of relevant
professional training and capacity-building.
Detailed programme
This side event will advocate for continued
attention to Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD), point out synergies
between ESD and the international Education
for All agenda and argue for the relevance
of ESD to all efforts to achieve sustainable
development with a view to post-2015
processes. It will highlight the contribution of
ESD to building green societies and economies,
paying equal attention to the environmental,
economic and social pillars of sustainable
development. It will make the case that ESD
is crucial for all policy-responses to sustainable
development challenges and thus for the
implementation of the Rio commitments.

On the basis of the latest report on the UN
Decade of ESD, to be launched at the event
by UNESCO, the lead agency for the Decade,
concrete examples and success stories of the
Decade from different stakeholders will be
showcased. At the side-event, UNESCO will
also launch its new web-based Climate Change
Education Clearinghouse, which makes easily
accessible hundreds of teaching and learning
materials on climate change. Participants are
furthermore expected to commit to initiatives
to enhance ESD implementation in advance
of the 2014 UNESCO World Conference on
Education for Sustainable Development.
Panellists: Lena E K, Minister for the
Environment, Sweden, Shigeharu KATO,
Director-General for International Affairs,
Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science
and Technology of Japan, and SecretaryGeneral of the Japanese National Commission
for UNESCO Greg SELINGER, Premier of
Manitoba, Canada Jeffrey SACHS, Director
of the Earth Institute, Columbia University
Kartikeya SARABHAI, Director, Centre for
Environment Education, Ahmedabad, India
Rafael ZULLI, secondary school student from
Brazil (participant in the Young Masters ESD
Programme) Thiago SCHLIEPER, secondary
school student from Brazil (participant in the
Young Masters ESD Programme)
Chair: Irina BOKOVA, Director-General of
UNESCO
Arjen WALS, UNESCO Chair of Social Learning
and Sustainable Development at Wageningen
University, The Netherlands, and author of the

latest UNESCO report on the UN Decade of
ESD, will be invited during the proceedings to
give a brief intervention to launch the report
and present key findings. The side-event will
be in English without interpretation. The
side-event is funded through Japanese Fundsin-Trust and through a contribution from the
Swedish National Commission for UNESCO.
Additional support comes from the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs of Denmark.
Source: http://www.uncsd2012.org/meetings_sidevents.
html#

My Green Dream Exhibition
13 June 2012 - 22 June 2012 Rio Centro

The Green Dream campaign is rooted in the
power of our dreams to invoke a future that is
worth creating, a sustainable future that draws
forth the deepest potentials of all world citizens.
The Green Dream live exhibition? together
with the UN Future We Want exhibition - will
showcase selected Green Dreams videos for
all to see, including national and local decisionmakers, to encourage them to take action for
more green growth. Indeed, the collected green
dreams give clear hints or clues of which values
and activities are the most important to consider
in building the best future for our societies. Green
dreams are about people themselves, their
neighborhood, city, country ? about their planet.
Green dreams can relate to food, transport,
energy, education, housing, etc. It can be about
a zero waste society or reforesting the planet;
it can be related to creative local responses to
global challenges of climate change.
http://www.uncsd2012.org/index.php?page=view&typ
e=13&nr=930&menu=23
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Exhibition: Drop by Drop Competition
13 Jun 2012 - 24 June 2012, 11:00 - 19:00

The competition called on professionals and
non-professionals to create a newspaper ad
that inspires others to preserve water, now
and for future generations. Mr Gaspari won
the competition for his ad “Wasting water
will kill the future” which shows a water gun
held to the head of an infant. A jury of experts
led by France’s advertising guru, Mr Jacques
Séguéla chose the ad from more than 3,500
ads submitted to the competition from 45
European countries.
The first prize, the Nordic Council of Ministers
Award and a 5,000 euro cash prize, was
handed over to Mr. Gaspari at a ceremony in
Copenhagen on 5 June, World Environment
Day, by His Royal Highness the Crown Prince
of Denmark.
http://www.uncsd2012.org/index.php?page=view&typ
e=13&nr=989&menu=23

Exhibition: Local Energy Solutions
13 June 2012 - 24 June 2012, 11:00 - 19:00
Shown throughout Rio+20 at the NCM stand
in Athletes Park, Rio de Janeiro The Nordic
Energy Municipality 2011 project highlights
sustainable energy, green growth and
energy-related climate efforts in the Nordic
countries. The initiative particularly recognises
municipalities having introduced special efforts
to undertake innovative energy projects. All
Nordic municipalities have been invited to
take part in the competition. During the period
October 2010 to February 2011, 44 Nordic
municipalities forwarded an application to the
Nordic Energy Municipality 2011 competition,
each describing one cutting-edge energy
project launched in their municipality.
Of these 44 applicants, 14 municipalities
representing nearly all Nordic countries and
self-governing areas were nominated for the
award in March 2011. The second evaluation
process took place during the summer of
2011, where the Nordic Jury appointed the
Nordic Energy Municipality 2011.
Award ceremony: On 31 October 2011, the
Nordic Prime Ministers met in Copenhagen
for the Globalisation Forum. In connection
with this event, the Finnish Prime Minister,
Mr. Jyrki KATAINEN revealed that the Danish
municipality of Albertslund was announced as
Nordic Energy Municipality 2011. Moreover,
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both the Norwegian municipality of Drammen
and Lidköping Municipality from Sweden
received a special recognition of their projects.
http://www.uncsd2012.org/index.php?page=view&typ
e=13&nr=988&menu=23

Rio Goes Cycling - Scenarios for
Rio de Janeiro- and Delta Alliance
Young Professionals Award
21 June 2012 - 21 June 2012, 15:00 - 16:45
Athletes Park, UNEP Pavilion
http://www.uncsd2012.org/index.php?page=view&typ
e=13&nr=1173&menu=23

Discussion Points
The ten topics which were discussed as
part of Rio+20 dialogues are:
1. Sustainable
poverty

development

3. Unemployment,
migrations

decent

21 June 2012 - 21 June 2012, 16:30 - 18:30

7. Sustainable energy for all

Come and be a part of our participative event
that will take you on a facilitated leadership
journey with a diverse group of climate leaders.
You will have the chance to explore the key
dimensions of successful leadership and learn
to enhance your influencing skills to drive
positive change. This event will also provide
you with the opportunity to experience the
LEAD approach to learning and network with
other sustainability leaders.

8. Water

http://www.uncsd2012.org/index.php?page=view&typ
e=13&nr=1200&menu=23

Peace Tree Planting
21 June 2012 - 21 June 2012, 16:30 - 17:15

Planting of peace tree in center of RioCentro in
commemoration of the joint efforts at Rio+20.
Outdoor seating/garden area between Pavilions
3&5. Please join us at the outdoor area (with a
large red sculpture in center) for a ceremony
led by His Holiness Paramhans Swami
Maheshwarananda of Yoga in Daily Life and Sri
Swami Madhavananda World Peace Council.
We will plant a peace tree together on the
grounds of RioCentro, to mark the occasion
of the Rio+20 UN Conference on Sustainable
Development, and the future continuation of
the progress made there.
http://www.uncsd2012.org/index.php?page=view&typ
e=13&nr=1217&menu=23
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work

and

4. The economics of sustainable development,
including sustainable patterns of production
and consumption
5. Forests

LEAD is the worldï¿½s largest international
non-profit organisation focused on inspiring
leadership and change for a sustainable world.
LEAD celebrates its 20th anniversary in 2012.
To learn more about LEAD go to: www.
lead.org or see http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=xcSsuQJYQtg

fighting

2. Sustainable development as an answer to
the economic and financial crises

Exploring Climate Leadership
with LEAD

Flamengo Park - Territï¿½rio do Futuro 1Tenda Frida Kahlo, T1e.

for

6. Food and nutrition security

9. Sustainable cities and innovation
10. Oceans
Source:
http://www.wagggsworld.org/en/rioplus20/
Riodialogues

Communication and Campaign
The Earth Charter and Rio 20
Communications Campaign

On Earth Day, Earth Charter International
launched the 2012 Earth Charter and Rio+20
Communications Campaign with the slogan
“See the world through the Earth Charter
lenses”.
The campaign involves two one-minute TV
videos, as well as printed advertisements,
an exhibition, and more. This campaign will
spread the Earth Charter message and run
through two phases from April to December
2012. It seeks to sensitise people about the
need to see what normally is not seen and to
perceive the interconnections.
About the campaign: The world community
has mostly failed to live up to the promise of the
Earth Summit in 1992, now, in the same city
as the original meeting; the world community
will reunite to search for solutions to the same
sustainable development challenges. One of
the key themes for this year United Nations
Conference on Sustainable Development is
Green Economy, and the Earth Charter’s
campaign is centered specifically on the Earth
Charter’s influence on that aspect of Rio+20.
The rational for this is that a shared vision of
sustainability and a common ethical framework,
as the Earth Charter, are urgently needed to
address sustainable development challenges,
forge collaboration and guide solutions.

This 2012 communication campaign seeks
to offer the Earth Charter’s integrated vision
as a guiding vision for green economy, as it
will be necessary to ensure that any effort to
promote green economy policies and practices
will follow principles of ecological integrity,
economic and social justice, democracy,
nonviolence and peace.

have gained ground through the years and are
now recognised by the United Nations as a major
stakeholder group. The challenge is to build the
capacity of local government officials to interact
with other stakeholders to create a future that’s
sustainable, such as national government and the
private sector.”

Source: http://www.earthcharterinaction.org/content/
pages/The%20Earth%20Charter%20and%20Rio%20
20%20Communications%20Campaign

CITYNET is one of 24 partners working with
UNISDR to shore up community resilience
through a worldwide campaign called “Making
Cities Resilient” which has over 1,000 members
in over 80 countries and aims to save lives and
reduce the economic impact of disasters.

Rio +20: Top scientist appeals for
better communication of risk
Source: United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction
– Regional Office for the Americas (UNISDR - AM)

21 June 2012, Rio de Janeiro
Dizery Salim

The UK’s Chief Scientific Adviser, Sir John
Beddington, used yesterday’s UNISDR
“Resilient Cities” event at Rio+20 to make an
urgent appeal for scientists to use plain language
if they are to play a larger role in policymaking
on climate change.
“The next fifteen years are really problematic.
We’ll have a billion more people on the planet.
Those people will be living in cities that are
vulnerable and on top of that climate change
will be happening,” he said. “Climate change
and better weather technology allow us to
predict extremes well in advance and to do it
well. But if we move from the purely physical
and biological sciences to include behavioral
and social sciences, we can improve also how
we communicate risk and help communities to
improve their response.”
Addressing the event, “Resilient Cities: Local
Action to Achieve Sustainable Development”,
Sir John said there was a strong role for
science to play in disaster risk reduction and
resilience building, including prediction and
the use of historical data in designing cities in
vulnerable areas. He concluded that scientific
and technological support should be offered in
the context of local community engagement.
The event was moderated by Margareta
Wahlström, the UN Special Representative for
Disaster Risk Reduction, who said: “Sustainable
development cannot be sustainable unless you
look at the risk, and the risk is from disasters
and climate risk.”
Mary Jane Ortega, Secretary-General, Regional
Network of Local Authorities for the Management
of Human Settlements, (CITYNET) said: “Cities

Ms. Ortega lamented the lack of trust investors
show towards local governments, saying that
CITYNET works on building their capacity and
improving good governance. She stressed the
importance of city-to-city cooperation, saying
these efforts need to be scaled-up. The Making
Cities Resilient campaign, which began two
years ago, is focusing attention on actions that
local governments -- rich or poor -- can take to
strengthen resilience in a collaborative fashion,
said Ms. Wahlström.
“The Ten Essential actions that underpin the
campaign do not pretend to do everything,
but outline actions that, if taken, can help cities
make huge progress in a time frame that makes
sense to both the population and city leaders,”
she explained.
Graciela Ortuzar, the mayor of Lampa, Chile,
joined the UNISDR campaign to help her
improve the city’s resilience after the Chile
earthquake in 2010, and since then has been
championing its collaborative approach to
other cities.
Mayor Ortuzar said: “I think this is a topic that
we should try to promote in every space we
have available. Besides trying to make people
aware of disaster risk reduction, I think that
what’s most important is to sensitize the public
on its importance through different types of
dialogues, both political and social.
“Last year, we held a workshop with many
cities in Chile to promote and present the
idea of disaster risk reduction to community
leaders. We spent the next few months
convincing networks across different fields of
its importance -- farmers, entrepreneurs and
schools. Generating the required social capital
is crucial in this campaign.”

Ms Ortuzar said well-designed legislation could
provide the right framework in which mayors
can operate, which Saber Hossain Chowdhury,
Bangladeshi Member of Parliament, said was
the case in his country.
“Population density is a major problem in
Bangladesh,” said Mr Chowdhury, who
explained that Bangladesh’s capital city, Dhaka,
is set to be the third largest city in the world
by 2020 with as many as 30,000 people per
square kilometers in the next few years.
“The more assets you have, the more
important your city becomes and the higher
your exposure. In Bangladesh, we are creating
space for political ownership over the issue
of risk, where political coalitions are very
important. The best policies in the world won’t
amount to anything unless there is joint action
on the ground.” He added that cities contribute
60% of GDP in Bangladesh. Also emphasising
the importance of partnerships, Guiteau JeanPierre, Director General, Haitian Red Cross,
spoke on Red Cross interventions in informal
settlements in Haiti to support government
policies and provide communities with clean
water, health care and shelters. Jean-Pierre
underlined the importance of an integrated
approach when working closely with local
governments.
He said: “We’ve built tens of thousands of
shelters, and in the process, we’ve learned
how to work closer with the political
establishment. Mayors gave us land on which
to build. Partnership is key.”
Peter Gruetter, Cisco Systems, presented
examples of promising resilience partnerships,
including: public-private partnerships to
provide emergency services in Japan; the
U-City concept in Korea, based on the
use of technology to address urbanisation
challenges; Urban EcoMap in San Francisco
and Amsterdam, enabling citizens and business
to compare their climate relevant behaviors;
and the Planetary Skin Institute in Brazil, which
addresses issues of resource scarcity.
He also discussed proactive interdependence as
a recipe for disaster risk reduction and resilience
building. He concluded that private sector
initiatives to support DRR are not a matter of
reputation management, but a business, and
stressed that resilience is mission critical.
Source:http://www.preventionweb.net/english/professional/
news/v.php?id=27321
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Environment being an extremely gravities and sensitive aspect, its
adequate coverage becomes all the more mandatory. It is almost the
backbone of our survival and consistent maintenance on earth. Electronic
media needs to lend the required space and structure to the environment
that it rightly holds. It is only then that a mature and palpable interaction
will be made possible.
Undoubtedly society and electronic media are congenially intertwined.
They have very symbiotic relationship and have extraneous influence on
each other. However the need is to accommodate environment effectively
so that the validity of its essence is comprehended and widespread
understanding is generated.
CMS ENVIS Centre has been collating and analysing the prominent news
channels coverage on environment and wildlife issues in the month of
April – June 2012.

Methodology
Over the years CMS Media Lab has acted as a data source for the CMS
ENVIS Centre because it has undertaken significant experimentation to
develop a robust and rigorous methodology as given below. The content
analysis broadly covers qualitative and quantitative aspects.
Prime time band: The prime time programming is the industry benchmark
in News television for all significant events and issues that are prominently
covered on a particular day.
Six mainstream news channels: DD News, Aaj Tak, NDTV 24X7, ABP
News, Zee News and CNN-IBN.
Recording: The recorded tapes were then previewed and the news stories
listed under various classifications and categories to generate quantitative data.
Logging: The news content on the above mentioned channels were listed
and documented in the log sheets.
Coding: The stories were classified and separately coded (e.g. politics,
business, sports, environmental news etc.).
Environment related stories: The theme specific stories were separately
reviewed and analysed.
Time frame: The timeline taken for this particular study was April 2012
to June 2012.
Table: Coverage of Environment and Wildlife stories by news channels
(in minutes - percent)
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In the month of April 2012, CNN-IBN topped the chart for coverage
on Environment and Wildlife by giving the maximum time (83 minutes),
followed by NDTV 24X7 (50 minutes), DD News (4 minutes), Zee News
& Star News by 2 percent and 1 percent respectively. Aaj Tak channel did
not cover a single story on environment and wildlife in April.
In the month of May 2012, the total time spent on covering environment
and wildlife stories was 384 minutes which included 210 minutes of
coverage by NDTV 24X7, 161 minutes coverage of CNN-IBN and 7
minutes by Zee news. DD news covered stories of total 4 minutes while
Aaj Tak and Star news with just 1 minute of story.
The month of June reflected the tremendous changes in stories coverage
by news channels and for first time DD news topped by dedicating 192
minutes of stories of the total minutes of 435 covered by all channels (44
percent of the total coverage). The NDTV 24X7 occupied the second
slot with 103 minutes of stories, followed by ABP news (90 minutes) and
CNN-IBN (26 minutes).
Figure: Primetime coverage of stories (in percentage)
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The environment and wildlife news has been receiving very low priorities
by the prominent news channels. The months of April – June 2012 has
been dominated by national politics and international affairs news. News
channels have been devoting nearly 25 percent to 40 percent of their
24X7 time on films, entertainment and crime related news.

Source: CMS Media Lab
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Mr Sha Zukang,
Secretary-General of
Rio+20
A career diplomat, Mr Sha
Zukang became the United
Nations
Under-SecretaryGeneral for Economic and
Social Affairs on 1 July 2007. As such, he
heads the Department of Economic and Social
Affairs, which is responsible for the followup to the major United Nations Summits and
Conferences, and services the Second and
Third Committees of the General Assembly,
the Economic and Social Council as well as the
vast majority of its functional commissions and
expert bodies. He also convenes the Executive
Committee on Economic and Social Affairs,
the UN Secretariat? network for joint planning
and initiatives on development.

call
for

Entry
DEADLINE

INDIAN AND INTERNATIONAL
AWARDS & CATEGORIES
n Best

of the Festival Award
Ratna Award
n Bio-diversity
n Climate Change and Sustainable Technologies
n Environmental Conservation
n Water for All
n Series (based on Environment and Wildlife)
n Films for Children
n Newcomer
n Animation
n Livelihoods
n Public Service Announcements (PSA)
n Technical Excellence Awards for Indian only

Mr Sha Zukang established the Department
of Arms Control of the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of China and became its first DirectorGeneral. He participated, as chief negotiator
or representative of the Chinese government,
in the negotiation and review of many
important international treaties on arms

Mr Sha was born in September 1947. He is a
native of Jiangsu Province and is married, with
one son. He is a graduate of Nanjing University,
China. He is fluent in English and has some
proficiency in French.

His postings in diplomatic missions abroad
included London, Colombo, New Delhi,
New York and Geneva. Prior to assuming his
present position in the United Nations, he was
Ambassador and Permanent Representative
of the Chinese Mission to the United Nations
Office at Geneva.

January

May

September

4- Oil Conservation Week

11- International Migratory Day

16- World Ozone Day

15 – Oil Conservation Fortnight

22 - International Biodiversity Day

28 - Green Consumer Day

30- National Cleanliness Day

31 - World No Tobacco Day
October

n Prithvi

www.cmsvatavaran.org

control and disarmament such as Treaty on
the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
Comprehensive Nuclear Test Ban Treaty,
Chemical Weapons Convention, Biological
and Toxin Weapons Convention, Convention
on Certain Conventional Weapons. He made
great contributions to mine clearance in China
and many parts of the world. He encouraged
the development of Chinese non-governmental
organisations, and facilitated the opening of
offices in China by international organisations.

Environment calendar

July 31 2013

For submission forms and guidelines contact:
CMS VATAVARAN, RESEARCH HOUSE
Saket Community Centre, New Delhi 110 017, India
P: 91-11-2686 4020 M: 91-98990 46592 F: 91-11-2696 8282
E: info@cmsvatavaran.org, submission@cmsvatavaran.org

Mr Sha Zukang has varied experience with
multilateral organisations and international
conferences. He was Chairman of the
Preparatory Committee and Chairman of the
Committee of the Whole, United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development
(UNCTAD) 11th session from 2003 to 2004,
President of the Trade and Development
Board, 50th Session of UNCTAD, Chairperson
of the Government group of the Governing
Body of the International Labour Organisation
from 2002 to 2003, and member of the
UN Secretary-General?s Advisory Board on
Disarmament matters from 1994 to 1999.
In addition, he has served as president, vicepresident, chairperson, coordinator and expert
in many international conferences in the field of
arms control, trade, intellectual property, social
affairs, and telecommunications, among others.
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Indian Awards in
10 Categories
International Awards in
10 Categories
and

Prithvi Ratna
AWARD
AWARD MONEY

INR 50,000/to

INR 1,50,000/(Indian filmmakers only)

An Initiative of
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2-8 Wild Life Week

2- World Wetlands Day

5 - World Environment Day

4 - World Animal welfare Day

28- National Science Day

8 - World Ocean Day

5 - World Habitat Day

17 - World Day to Combat Desertification and Drought

10 – International Day for Natural Reduction

March

16 – World Food Day

2-4 World Sustainable Day

July

21- World Forestry Day

11 – World Population Day

November

22 - World Water Day

28- World Nature Conservation Day

6- International Day for preventing the Exploitation
of the Environment in War and Arm Conflict

23 -World Meteorological Day
August

10 – World science Day

April

6- Hiroshima Day

21 – World Television Day

5- National Maritime Day

9 – Nagasaki Day

7- World Health Day

9 – International Day of the World Indigenous people

December

22- World Earth Day

2– Bhopal Tragedy Day/ National Pollution Day

30- No Tobacco Day

11- International Mountain Day
14 National Energy Conservation Day
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stablished in 1991, CMS has carved out a niche for itself as a research
based think tank committed to rigorous and objective analysis to support
improved policymaking.

CMS
ENVIS

CMS Environment, the team behind all the environmental endeavours of
CMS, has been involved multifariously in policy research and programme
evaluation aimed at creating sustainable solutions for environment
protection. CMS Environment Team has also been consistently undertaken
capacity building and enhancing initiatives with range of stakeholders to
orient on contemporary environment issues like climate change, sustainable
transport, conservation, etc.

For more information:

Mr Rohit Singh,

CMS ENVIS Co-ordinator

RESEARCH HOUSE
Saket Community Centre, New Delhi 110 017
P: 91 11 2684 4020, 2685 1660, F: 91 11 2696 8282
E: cms@envis.nic.in

www.cmsenvis.nic.in
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COP17/ CMP7 Coverage in Indian News Media

Cms Envis Centre
Established in 2000, CMS ENVIS is a premiere centre designated
by Ministry of Environment and Forests (MoEF), Government of India
to facilitate information dissemination and further the cause of
environment awareness and sensitisation. A separate space in its campus has
been allocated to house documentary films, spots/ public service messages,
info-mercials, quiz programmes, jingles etc. on environmental and wildlife
issues. www.cmsenvis.nic
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Green films resource centre
Established in 2007, the Audio Visual Resource Centre (AVRC) is a state-ofthe-art archive of documentaries, films and audio spots on environment and
development issues.
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